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Oxfam Forum

Orman/McKinney Talk Hunger
by Chris Tyler
and Paul Farrand
As a prelude to Oxfam fast, to be held on
November 15, John Orman and Stewart B. McKinney both spoke before a small crowd in the Campus Center Lobby on Friday. The two
Congressional candidates spoke on the issue of
hunger and what can be done to alleviate this
global problem.
Mr. McKinney commented on many of the various problems faced by inhabitants of third world
nations. "There are some dishonest governments
that thwart the efforts that are made to feed these
people. Some governments take the food that we
have given to them for free and turn around and
sell it to the people for profit."
Food distribution is the biggest problem in
these countries, said the lectors. "India is capable of feeding its own people, but due to poor
transportation and poor storage facilities much
of the food rots in large piles in fields," commented Mr. McKinney.
The big goal of hunger programs is to raise the
awareness of other people to this problem and
develop a working relationship with other governments to remedy this situation.
On Thursday, November 15th, the Fairfield
University campus as well as other campuses and
communities around the United States will be participating in the annual Oxfam America Fast.

For Fairfield University students on the meal
plan who are interested in fasting, your meal ticket
numbers will be collected in the Campus Center
lobby during lunch and dinner by members of the
Faith ahd Justice Coalition. Sign-ups will begin
on Thursday, November 8th, and continue
through lunch on Wednesday, November 14th.
A student can fast for one or three meals. If they
choose to fast for one meal, that meal must be
dinner. Seller's Food Service will then donate the
dollar equivalent of uneaten meals on Thursday,
November 15th, to Oxfam America.
Students not on the meal plan can also choose
to fast. Commuters and beach and townhouse
residents who choose to fast can donate the
money they would have spent on food that day
to Oxfam America. Donations can be made in the
Campus Center lobby during sign-ups for the fast.
Following the 10:00 a.m. liturgy in Loyola
Chapel, a breaking of the fast will take place in
the Campus Center mezzanine. Soup and bread
will be served, and everyone is welcome to participate.
Why are we fasting? By sharing your contribution of time and money you will develop a growing sense of self-esteem as someone who is
contributing to the improvement of the quality of
life of others. The money collected by Oxfam
America, because of your fasting, is used to support self-help projects which make a real difference in thousands of lives.

F.U.S.A. Recounts Townhouse Votes
by Christine Ryan
"There were three reasons for the revote," according to John Mancini, "The major reason was
misrepresentation." Mancini, in his presentation
before the Student Court, brought up the rule of
one representative for every seventy-five students.
The townhouses, with six new legislators, were
in violation of this rule.
Last week, a revote was held and only four
representatives were voted on in the townhouses.
The case had appeared before the Student Court,
and the election had been declared unconstitutional. "When I saw that there were 296 townhouse students and 306 in Jogues, and there were
six townhouse representatives, I knew there was

some mistake," declared Mancini. "Another
problem with the election was the incumbent star,
and a third problem was the ballots being invalid
without the University seal on them."
The problems resulted in a redefinition of the
election code. Now, incumbent is defined as one
who held a position in Student Legislature previously, not necessarily in that district. The next
election will include ballots with the official University seal.
"There had been a bill passed that allowed the
townhouses to select two additional representatives," stated Mancini. "However, that bill had
never been signed by Fran Kenneally." In the
event that a bill is unsigned, it is not officially a law.

At her desk in Campus Ministry's Loyola offices, Susan Connery, the Assistant University
Chaplain, worked out the Hunger Forum by arranging to have McKinney and Orman speak here
last Friday.
[Photo by Gerry McPartland]

Grad Schools Visit Campus
by Christine Ryan
Representatives of over fifty graduate and
professional schools visited Fairfield last Tuesday in an exposition sponsored by the Graduate
School of Corporate and Political Communication.
The visitors had tables set up throughout the
Oak Room and distributed brochures and applications to Fairfield seniors. The representatives
also answered questions posed by students.
There were five law schools, including Bridgeport, Boston College, and Western New England. Graduate schools of business, public
communication, social work, library service, art

Student Legislature Meets
by Martin Healy
Student Legislature began its fall session on
Monday, November 4, having been delayed by
reapportionment proceedings. In what is to re-

Reagan Landslide Destroys Mondale
by Chris Tyler
Before most California residents had eaten dinner the election was over. The three major networks had declared a decisive victory for the
President of the United States. Mr. Reagan has
also posted one of the biggest margins of victory
in the Electoral College, in the history of the country. Mr. Reagan received 525 electoral votes while
Mr. Mondale received just 13 electoral votes.
Polls taken prior to the election indicated that
the president had an 18 percent margin over the
Democratic challenger. These polls proved to be
accurate in this election, as the President received
approximately 59 percent of the popular vote and
Mr. Mondale received 41 percent of the vote.

Attention shifted during the election from the
presidential race to the races in the House and
Senate because they offered closer competition
between candidates. Most of the networks began
to emphasize the possibility of a 50 state sweep
for the president as soon as he was projected to
have more than 270 electoral votes.
The landslide election results are being termed
a mandate from the people in support of the president's economic programs and an example of his
overwhelming popularity among the American
people.
Many political strategists had hoped that the
President would be able to pull Republicans into
the House of Representatives. This was not the

and criminal justice were also involved.
Visitors who stopped by were invited to discuss
their questions with the counselors, and to view
brochures. One senior commented, "It gave me
a good indication of what is in store for me next
year."
Seniors who are planning to continue their education on the graduate level should begin to
research possibilities now, since the application
procedure is getting underway. The schools
represented Tuesday were from the northeastern
states. According-to the graduate school here,
there are no plans for an exposition of colleges
in other areas yet.

case, however, and the Senate, in fact, lost two
seats to the Democratic Party.
Dr. John Orman lost in his bid to unseat Stewart
B. McKinney and end McKinney's stronghold on
the Fourth Congressional District. Dr. Orman said
in an interview that he was out spent by about
twenty to one by Mr. McKinney.
In addition to grabbing traditionally Democratically aligned states such as Maryland, the President fared well in regions of the country that some
experts were slightly doubtful about on the day
of the election. It was feared that the states of Massachusetts and Ohio were into the Democratic
column, but this was not the case. In the President's speech from Los Angeles, he made the
same comment to the Dmeocrats that he made
on his recent trip to Fairfield. Said the President,
"I can't resist, but you ain't seen nothin' yet!"

form student government spending policy over
the next few years, F.U.S.A. president, Fran Kenneally proposed a bill dividing the unprecedent
$18,000 debt into more manageable installments
of $6,000 per year.
While F.U.S.A. usually runs a deficit by the end
of the year, the debt is usually within $3-4,000.
F.U.S.A.'s budget was raised from $60,000 to
$100,000 three years ago. The extra money has
amplified the accounting of the past few administrations and encouraged thoughtful yet impractical contributions to charities such as the United
Way.
"If F.U.S.A. was held responsible for recovering the entire debt this year," Kenneally emphasized, "something would have to go-either a
portion of the $16,000 allocated for university
clubs, on a major event such as Dogwoods. A
range of plans for saving up to $10,000 this year
without such drastic action includes revamping
the entire accounting system, curtailing contributions to charities and raising the F.U.S.A. fee
per student from $35-$50 a year.
The remainder of the session was devoted to
approving the amended budget proposals of the
various clubs, and passing a timely bill by Mike
McKeever concerning the right of students to collect cans for deposit.

Mock Election Conducted
by Connie McKenna

Tonight the President's office presents an invitation only, University convocation to honor (from
left to right) Professors Carmen F. Donnarumma. Arthur R. Riel, Jr. and Chester J. Stuart, all
three of whom have taught at Fairfield since 1947.
[Photo by Karen HaneyJ

Democrats or Independent voters, in addition to
whom they were voting for.
Students had the opportunity to participate in
Out of a total of 840 student votes, 71% were
a mock election held in the Campus Center dur- for Reagan/Bush, 28% were for Mondale/Ferraro,
and the remaining 1% wert votes for write-in caning lunch and dinner on Thursday, November 1.
didates.
Sponsored by the Politics Club, the mock elecOf those who consider themselves registered
tion measured the votes for the Presidential canDemocrats, 71% voted for Mondale/Ferraro, and
didates and asked other information about the
29% cast their votes for Reagan/Bush. 95% of
voter for poll purposes-.
According to Mary Dopman, President of the the registered Republicans voted for Reagan, and
the other 5% voted for Mondale. Independent
Politics Club, "We had the general presumption
that Reagan would win the majority of votes be- voters were 68% in favor of Reagan/Bush, and
cause the campus is predominantly white, upper-. 28% voted for Mondale/Ferraro, with the remaining 4% voting for other candidates.
middle class and shows strong Republican
There was no difference in whom both men and
support."
The election ballot asked the voters whether women voted for, with 71% of both males and fethey were male or female, and whether they con- males voting for Reagan, and 28% of both sexes
sidered themselves registered Republicans voting for Mondale.
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Speakout: What Was Your Reaction To Indira Gandhi's Death?

Complied by Connie McKenna

Katie Reinhart, '88 Nursing
"I feel that it's extremely sad that in a country
with such religious philosophies this type of thing
had to happen. Ghandi has promoted such peace
and unity in recent years. I hope her son will be
able to keep the country together."

Linda Ward, '87 Politics
"Knowing something about India's history, I was
angry. Indira Ghandi was the only leader who has
been able to keep down such belligerent people
and was possibly the only one who could have
helped seek a final solution to the religious conflict in India."

Circle K Bares "Legs"
by Christine Ryan
Tomorrow night, men from all over the state of
Connecticut will bare all their legs in an attempt
to be crowned "Hairiest" "Ugliest" or "Best Looking" in the second annual "Mr. Incredible Legs
Contest."
The spectacular is sponsored by Fair-field's Circle K Club and the Center for Independent Living of Greater Bridgeport. Proceeds from ticket
sales will go directly to the center. Circle K is helping with publicity, administration, and manpower.
There will be five representatives of Fairfield
University, already chosen from a preliminary contest held two weeks ago. In addition, men from
all over the state, including restauranteurs,
businessmen and public officials will appear and
compete.
A spokesperson for the Center for I ndependent
Living was a guest speaker at a recent Circle K
meeting, and she discussed the history of the or-

ganization and its goals.
The Center is a branch of a group that started
in Berkley, California after the Vietnam war. When
veterans returned to the United States with disabilities, they were forced to receive care from nursing homes. The group was formed as an
out-patient service for the veterans as an attempt
to allow them to lead normal lives. She mentioned,
"We do not use the term handicapped."

Krell Meets Students' Needs
Dean Krell, the Dean of Students, has many
responsibilities which most students are probably unaware of. He is the director of handicap students, international students and commuters. In
addition he supervises the minority counselor, the
alcohol counselor, the director of orientation,
career counseling, student health services and
judicial matters.
While working with the handicapped students,
Dean Krell stated he assists them with their "individual needs, housing needs, social needs and
academic needs." He also straightens out any
problems they may run into with the faculty.
Dean Krell helped the 33 undergraduate and
35 graduate international students get adjusted.
"I get them established, work out their immigration problems, and help them to have their visas
renewed and their stays extended," commented
Dean Krell. Some of this requires driving to Hartford to Immigration with the students. He also
finds off-campus housing for international, and
American graduate students.
Dean Krell said that his work with the commuters can be difficult. According to Dean Krell,
his goal is to "handle the socialization problem"
and "try to get commuters closer to campus". One
way he has done this was arranging to have commuters stay on campus during orientation,
although only half agreed to do so. "Commuters

are a small group and have gotten smaller," stated Krell, who wants them to feel they are a significant part of the university. Dean Krell says he
is making an effort "to find out from them what
they need."
Dean Krell supervised the changes in the infirmary this summer. It has been made more spacious and the two psychologists from the
counseling center have been moved there. He
says he is "working with a total health care concept so that students can have all their health
needs met right there." Krell said that, because
of the new changes, we should refer to the infirmary now as the Student Health Center.
AH judicial matters are brought to the attention
of Dean Krell. Students appeal to the student
legislature, which merely suggests to Krell what
it thinks should be done. Dean Krell stated that
all the final decisions, and punishments, are
decided by him.
Krell assists in Orientation by helping to pick
the two co-chairmen of Jeanne Osborn. This is
an important function, said Jeanne, since she
"depends heavily on the two students; they make
or break Orientation."
In addition to all of these activities, Dean Krell
said that he is "always open for students to drop
in if they have a problem." "I can refer them to
someone who can help, or they can just sit and
talk," "I can't do a lot because of time, but I do
what I can," commented Krell.

Campus Happenings
Any students who have studied abroad and who
are interested in forming a group to advise students who are contemplating study or simply travel abroad are urged to contact M. B. Ammerman
at Bx. 2454. Topics to be discussed will include
money exchange, language difficulties and the
like.
Fairfield will confer honorary Doctor of Humane
Letter degrees on N. Y. University President John
Brademas and three Fairfield U. faculty members
at an academic convocation in the Campus
Center Oak Room at 8 p.m. tonight, Nov. 8. Professor Carmen Donnarumma, Arthur Riel and
Chester Stuart are being honored for their continuous service to Fairfield since the university
first opened its doors for study in 1947.

• # * #

Campus Ministry is sponsoring a retgreat entitled "Healing " this weekend Nov. 9-11 in

Anne Whaley, '88 English
"Her death shocked me as did President
Sadat's assassination a few years ago. It's
frightening when terrorists have the power to
throw an entire nation into a state of chaos."

Boos
To the trouble in the Loyola All-Purpose room last
weekend. To the poor attendance by students at
last Friday's evenings of music ... a few hours
of culture can't be too bad. To hangovers because
they destroy all the good memories from the night
before.

Cheers
To 197 Nights on the beach . . . what comes next,
190 Nights? 183 Nights? This could be the start
of a weekly tradition. To Air Bands and all who
entered . . . with groups ranging from the GoGo's to Black Flag, everyone deserves a hand.
Next semester's should be even better. To the
record number of voter's coming to the polls on
election day . . . every vote counts, even yours.
To the resurrection of Jeopardy on late night television . . . it's a great way to top off a productive evening of television watching.

The idea for the contest evolved over a luncheon discussion. The owner of the restaurant was
asked if he would pay a certain amount of money
to the Center to join this type of contest. He was
enthusiastic, and even helped organize the first
contest. This year's competition will be held on
campus in conjunction with Circle K. There are
a limited number of tickets available to students,
and many members of the outside communities
are expected to attend. For more information or
tickets, check the yellow signs around campus.

Academic Profile
by Dana Agnello

Marcia Sully, '88 Engineering
"It's always a tragedy when a world leader is
assassinated, and it's especially sad that one of
her bodyguards assassinated her."

Greenwich, CT. Anyone interested may contact
the Campus Ministryh office in Loyola 15.

* * * *

On Sunday Nov. 11, at 11 a.m. Dr. John W.
Rhinehart, a psychiatrist, will be a featured speaker in the Oak Room at a symposium on cancer
sponsored by the Huxley Institute of Conn.
The Writing Center will sponsor a free workshop entitled "How To Punctuate" on Tuesday,
Nov. 13, from 3-4 p.m. Prof. Laura Ress will conduct this session in Canisius 306.
The annual Bloodmobile will take place on Nov.
13 and 14 between 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. in the Oak
Room. The event will once again be sponsored
by both Circle K and the Student Nurses Association. Walk-ins needed and appreciated. Anyone
interested in helping with organization please contact Karen McBride at Bx. 1549.

/

/
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DISCOUNT LIQUOR
Cold Kegs and Beer Balls
always in stock

LOWEST PRICES
IN TOWN!
Serlin will meet or beat
any advertised liquor
beer or wine price!*
*State law forbids us to sell below cost.
All prices plus tax plus deposit

Free Posters! Parking in back of store

Fairtield Mirror
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F.U.S.A. Reallocates Funds
by Thomas P. Moore
Club coordinator, John P. Mancini, '86, recently outlined a set of proposals to restructure the way funds are currently distributed
among the various clubs on campus. The new
set of regulations which are still subject to "fine
tuning" in Mancini's words, are due to be
brought about because of the evidence of
wasted monies which were allocated to university club officers over the last couple of terms.
Last year alone, out of the $25,000 allocated
to the various clubs on campus, around $8500
of this remained in private bank accounts at
the end of the 83-84 school year. The Kenneally administration countered that large amount
of unused funds by cutting the amount of
money earmarked for clubs down to $16,000.
Various aspects of the proposed plans to
restructure the way in which funds are doled
out include the termination of the practice of
giving each club their full allocation in a lump
sum for them to do with what they see fit. Under the new plan the budget for clubs will be
used in small pieces instead of doling the
whole amount out in one fell swoop. As each
organization sees the need for some amount
of funds, the club officer of that organization
will have to approach F.U.S.A. In the student
government, a group of three treasurers will
be put together, one for academic organiza-

tions, another for service clubs and one for
other clubs. The club officer would have to
submit a check request to one of these treasurers each time his or her organization chose
to spend some of the funds allocated to them
for the term. Under this plan, approval by Mr.
James Fitzpatrick, the assistant Dean of the
Campus Center will be required.
Mancini commented on the plan to cut the
waste out of the F.U.S.A. budget by stating,
"The plan should go into effect next September. Right now it would not go over. My
proposals go to Joe Mannion, the vice president of student life and Fran Kenneally, the
president of F.U.S.A.
Some aspects of the plan remain to be settled. Parts of the proposal that still need to be
considered are the fact that on this basis of
asking for funds when a club needs them, a
shortage at the end of the term may occur
since some sort of overall budget is not drawn
up by each club for the approaching term.
This year's allocations have all but been exhausted. The legislature from last year has distributed approximately $14,000 of the $16,000
made available to extracurriculars under
F.U.S.A.'s jurisdiction. The newly elected legislative body that was put into office this term
will take the responsibility of allocating the remaining 2,000 dollars in the F.U.S.A. club
budget.

Dates To Know

Mikes Pizza
TAKE OUT ORDERS
-GRINDERSSpecial Mike's Calzones
or Turnover Pizzas
10% DISCOUNT W/F.U.I.D.
FAIRFIELD

November 9—Circle K will sponsor the "Mr.
Incredible Legs Contest" at 9 p.m. in the Oak
Room; 10—Nurses Career Day to be held in the
Oak Room at 12 Noon, the Women's Chorale Concert will be held in Gonzaga Auditorium at 8 p.m.,
FUSA Dance Party will take place in the Oak
Room beginning at 9 p.m.; 15—OxFam Fast—A
breaking of the fast will follow a liturgy in Loyola
Chapel at 10 p.m.; 17—Sadie Hawkin's Dance in
the cafeteria and Oak Room at 9 p.m.

V\

255-2292
1560 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
Open Daily 11 am-11 pm,
Sunday 2 pm-11 pm

"V

Hair Explosion
We're just one minute from Fairfield University and have been
serving its students for seven years now. We specialize in precision cutting, perming, coloring and highlighting. To prove just
how good we are, we'll take $5.00 off your next haircut, $10.00 off
your next perm. "Combine two services to save even more.'' Offer
good until Nov. 28th with selected stylists. (Larry excluded) Just
bring your student card in for discount. Call for your appointment
today.

259-5550
Tues-Sat 9:00-5:00
Thursday evening

PIEDMONT'S 50% OFF COLLEGE FARE.
Face it,your learning years are not your prime earning
years. But don't let that stop you from moving off campus.
Through February 28,1985, you can fly anywhere
Piedmont flies for half fare.Tb LA and Newark. And to all
kinds of hot spots and hometowns in between.
What's the catch? Well, you must be under 26 and have
a valid student ID. Read the fine print below for restrictions.
Piedmont's 50% Off College FareMore proof that our
commitment to higher education is not just a lofty ideal.
Non-refundable, round-trip tickets must be purchased at least sewm days before tra\<el. Not available all day Friday or
Sundcty after i:oo pm. Holiday trawl restrictions apply. Call your trawl agent or us at 1-800-251-5720.

1342 King Highway
(across from Carvels)
Fairfield, Conn.
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Election Impact on Campus
The race is over. The nation has its forty-first chief executive. What has Fairfield gained? Has the
University changed in any way because of these presidential sweepstakes? Fairfield has seen some
new developments on campus in relation to election '84. Political activity has been discussed in
a number of ways. Some people scream about the apathy that has a strangle hold on the students
here. Others raise an eyebrow at the paradoxical role reversal of the new conservatism on the part
of the students and the fact that the faculty can be depended on more for a liberal view of the current
political situation
The election has left its mark in a black and white way. The leader of this nation landed on campus
and staged a re-election rally on the town green in Fairfield. All members of the university community
received a heavy does of the race's importance as the area's security was tightened to a strangle
hold by the secret service. The rally for Reagan was a success for the Republicans had an overflow
crowd.The people who were less enthusiastic about Reagan had a harder time. Reports of verbal
and physical abuses directed toward the anti-Reagan members of the crowd cast a discouraging
shadow on what seemed like fanaticism on the part of the Reaganites. Maybe the limited amount
of violence was provoked by the protesters. Whether provoked or not, any reports of problems such
as these has to promote dismay in the minds of the voters of the U.S. Why should differences over
ideals brim over into violence?
Our electoral process prides itself on the way that power is handed over peacefully every four
years. This was lost on October 26.
Having a candidate for the House of Representatives in Washington, D.C., provided a direct insight
into the nation's electoral process. The chairman of the university's Politics department going up
against a seven term veteran of the U.S. House of Representatives, Stewart B. McKinney, gave the
university a chance to take a hard look at the nuts and bolts of what it takes to run for elected office.
Election '84 provided the university with a few special chances to make this more than the usual
four year cycle of political reshuffling. University political involvement still has a distance to go before
Fairfield attains the status of being a hot bed of politics. Progress is being made.

lEDITORIALS")
Letters

Student Defends Department of Campus Security
Editor:
I think it's time we clear the air. I won't use your
real names since you know who you are (and I
probably don't know all of you). But, there are certain questions I must ask of you which only you
could answer. Let me explain.
In the past, you have chosen to renounce the
efficiency of our Security Department here at Fairfield. This debasement seems a bit misplaced to
me. One of you took great pains to delineate the
various parts of the definition of "security" provided by Mr. Webster which, in review, is "state
of being free from fear, care, danger, etc.; safety
or a sense of safety." I commend you, college has
taught you to use a dictionary. It's a shame your
retention of facts disappeared after the first sentence of your letter. In fact, I must ask you, how
far do you think the job of a Fairfield Security
Officer goes? Do you think that simply because
you possess a validated Fairfield University I.D.
that this department is reponsible for you wherever you may be? I must say that one thing college hasn't taught you is responsibility for your

own actions. Don't try and blame Security for leaving you stranded in town. How old are you, anyway? We have telephones now, you know. These
beautiful little inventions make arranging for a ride
quite simple to say the least. And, if your state
of loneliness is a direct result of your missing your
ride so you could stay for that last beer, your case
becomes more vacuous than ever.

are safe and secure. So next time you're out standing in the cold for what seems like too long, don't
misdirect your anger at people who are looking
out for you, try focusing it on the sub-human mentalities of those who are creating these disturbances and endangering your lives. And, if you
don't think your lives are being threatened, take
a poll at Providence College.

Also, did you ever wonder why there are times, a
when you couldn't find a parking space? I would
venture to say it's because people park illegally.
Now I ask you: If Security were to stop ticketing
illegally parked cars such as yours, would the
scarcity of spaces increase or decrease? Defense
rests.

Were you there when Security responded to
help the boy who experienced a seizure in your
class? Yeah, they were there in under a minute.
He's doing fine now, by the way. And, what about
that girl who broke her ankle during Flag Football? Did you see them help her and assure her
of transportation to the hospital? What about that
wild bunch of non-students who invaded this campus last year threatening bodily harm to many?
Were you around for that? No? Well, Security was.
Must I continue?

By the way, have you ever been subject to a
fire alarm? I hear they're as popular as ever in
the Quad. Watch one next time. The instigators
have nothing better to do than to denigrate Security, Head Resident, and RA's who respond to
these annoying affairs to perform the job they
were hired to do, that is to make sure the students

So, Mr. (or Ms.) Instigator, next time you think
to criticize Security or anyone else employed by
Fairfield, I think you should have the presence

of mind to take a peek into your own closet first.
Why are those people "hassling"you? Next time
tragedy strikes your floor you may find out, though
I pray you never have to. And, as far as safety off
campus goes, you're a big boy (girl) now. The
boundaries of this campus are clearly defined,
and the duties of those employed by Fairfield are
similarly as lucid. I really do not wish to sound
condescending, since, Lord knows, I am human
like all the rest and easily have been labeled instigator many times. But, one day someone broke
my windoy
d I realized I had better watch
where I thiow my rocks. This is a great school,
and, God knows, I love it. My attitude towards
those who have nothing good to say about it or
do for it is leave. All I ask of you Mr. (or Ms.) Instigator is that next time you want to blame "Big
Brother" Fairfield for giving you a hard time, be
sure the situation you're in has not been brought
about by yourself. Finally, as a member of the staff
here at Fairfield, I would like to say that the above
sentiments are purely personal.

Sincerely,
Stephen J. Caraccia '85

Reagan's Foreign Policies Clarified
Dear Editor:
I was present at the Fairfield town hall this past
Friday when President Reagan spoke and I was
unfortunately not surprised by the reaction of
those assembled when he mentioned the
"Marxists Sandinistas in Nicaragua" and boasted
that "not one inch of land fell to communist
aggression" during his administration. The reaction was more or less one of forceful agreement
or at least a nod of affirmation. I believe that this
agreement underlies the unfortunate truth that
Americans know little about the effect that Mr.
Reagan's foreign policies have in Central America and how they tie in to the history of the region.
Do Americans understand the reasons why
Nicaragua's present leadership finds itself forced
to turn to other powers for economic and military
aid? Do Americans know that these "other powers" include not only the U.S.S.R. and Cuba but
our own European allies as well? Do Americans
know that Anastasio Somoza (who was in power
until a popular and concerted effort by the vast
majority of Nicaraguans violently overthrew him)
was a despot and raped the country for all he
could get out of it and even took the national treasury with him when he went into exile in the U.S.?
Do Amereicans know that it was the U.S. who
backed Somoza until near the very end of his rule
and that it was with U.S. planes, tanks, and other
weapons that he remained in power? It was these
same weapons that he used to destroy his country in a futile attempt to remain in power against
the will of his people.
The U.S. Marines installed the Somoza family

in power in the 1930's and they remained in power
until 1979 and toed the American line every step
of the way. FDR summed up U.S. sentinents
toward the Somozas in one line, "He may be a
son-of-a-bitch but at least he's ours!" This shortsighted policy of supporting leaders that do what
the U.S. wants at the expense of their own people must stop if the U.S. is to gain the respect and
support of the Third World. It is no wonder that
the Sandinistas have gone elsewhere for support
and aid since it is the U.S. that not only supported their enemy but is now actively trying to overthrow their own leadership.
As for the claim that the Sandinistas are
"exporting revolution", I find this difficult to believe. Why is it that the U.S. intelligence agencies
with all their high technology equipment and
scores of informants and spies in the region have

been unable to offer any substantive evidence to
prove this claim? The only "proof" that the Reagan administration has been able to provide is
in its own rhetoric and accusations and these are
dubious at best.
Let's start looking at world situations in their
entirety and not just from a clearly biased American view. It is time to start allowing other nations
to rule themselves and to support rulers that serve
their own people's interests as well as those of
the U.S. By following the course that it is presently
on the U.S. can only perpetuate a vicious cycle
that will ultimately result in its own loss of power
and eventual downfall,

Michael J. Campbell '85
Politics Major

Artistic Efforts Analyzed
Editor:
Obviously Mr. DiPietro and I differ greatly in
opinion. I don't find laughter disgusting. However,
when I read the article in question about road
trips, I did not laugh. I did not even chuckle. I did
grimace though, as if in pain.
I did not judge Mr. Mullen as a "wild kid", nor
do I have any intention of judging anything about
Mr. Mullen but that which is published.

There are many fine rituals that have been tradition in American colleges for years. Road trips
are an excellent example. But does the topic make
the article? Or does the good intent? Of course not!
Perhaps Mr. Mullen made, as Joe DiPietro said,
"an excellent attempt at entertainment." Unfortunately, he failed.
I am still concerned.
Matthew E. Murphy '87
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Townhouse Policy
Needs Changes
As the semester draws quickly to an end, the townhouse lottery issue once again demands attention. In order to prevent a situation like last year's, action must be taken now
to get the policy changed.
Because of an oversight or a quick action by someone last year, juniors were allotted
30% of the available townhouses and seniors were given the rest. This policy caused
quite an uproar by seniors, but it was kept for the townhouse lottery for the 1984-1985
academic year. Now, once again, the prospect of having senior preference for the townhouse is being talked about. Why should any senior be told that he can't live in the townhouses because juniors are being given 30% of the available units? Simple mathematics
will show that if 30% of the units are given to juniors and 30% are kept by those who
got townhouses as juniors (squatter's rights), then that leaves only 40% of the units for
seniors moving from the dorms.
Senior preference holds that the vacant townhouses be given to seniors first, and then
any left over are handed to the juniors. Under this rule, squatter's rights would still be
effective and 70% of the units would be available for seniors. F.U.S.A. is currently working
with the administration to make the townhouse lottery cater to seniors first.
What happens if senior preference doesn't go into effect? Another solution would be
to disregard the squatter's rights allowed for those who were lucky enough to get a townhouse for their junior year. If 30% of the townhouses are given to juniors, all seniors who
want townhouses, including those who lived there as juniors, should be required to enter
the lottery. Why should someone have a chance to live in the townhouses for 2 years
when others don't have a chance to live there at all?
Another important concern is that if Connecticut's drinking age goes up to 21, which
seems inevitable, the townhouses will be off-limits to drinking like the rest of the campus.
If senior preference is given, the townhouses could be treated separately and not fall under campus drinking limitations.
The townhouses have become important housing alternatives in just a few years. Actions must be taken immediately to assure that no one is unjustly missing an opportunity
to live there for their senior year.

Security Mars Loyola's Thirtieth Anniversary
Editor:
On Friday, November 2, Loyola Hall staged its
first Morning Event of the Semester to celebrate
the Thirtieth Birthday of that Dorm. The event,
however, was marred.
In an effort to rouse some form of school or
dorm spirit, the Morning Event was held. Morning Events have been a tradition of Loyola Hall
that goes back several years. In this apathetic
school a sense of spirit is needed and must be
developed in some way. We choose the Morning
Event. We chose a unique way to celebrate the
anniversary of our dorm. The Morning Event is
special to members of Loyola Hall and an appropriate way to celebrate this unique building. Our
intent was not malicious and was in no way indicative of any desire to be radical or destructive.
The event was marred when certain people
decided to act inappropriately; specifically, Security and Sielers. Mr. Ftemley was patient and helpful during the morning rush at breakfast. This was
in sharp contrast to the behavior of Security. A
student who was waiting to get in to breakfast was

approached and asked for his ID. The student took
handbook.
Sielers also refused to allow us to eat the meal
his wallet from his pocket, and the Security Officer
in turn took the wallet from the student and began
that we paid for when we arrived here in the fall.
to look through it. Is this not a violation of certain
The reason was again our improper dress. It
fundamental rights that the Constitution of the
appears Sielers has a new dress code. Street
United States guarantees? Is Security above folclothes are not allowed, or funny hats are not
lowing the guidelines set forth by that document?
allowed to be worn. The New York Yankees won't
be able to eat at Sielers then by that reasoning.
When a student stepped forward to protest this
A member of the administration told us that we
action he was told to "Get out of here before you
get written up." The Security Officer then threa- should all go back to the dorm and shower up
before we eat. What difference is there between
tened that more serious action would be taken
if he did not leave. He then motioned to another a Friday morning and a Saturday brunch? Few
people shower before'that meal, so why isn't he
officer and the student was physically escorted
from the Campus Center. A student in jeans, a there on the weekends telling people to brush
polyester button-down shirt, a tericloth sweater, ijsjlheir teeth before brunch?
In addition, most of the behavior that could be
and a 1968 baseball cap was told he was being
escorted out because, "You're improperly
dressed." Why was he improperly dressed?
Because he was wearing a "funny hat." Logic at
its epitome. We were also told by a Security Officer
that when it comes to personal property "You have
no rights." This will be of great interest to all oncampus boarders and the writers of the Univ.

sume that a staff writer has mastered the English
language well enough to construct a logical,
grammatically correct sentence. If this is not so,
it is the duty of a competent editor to step in.
Writing of such poor caliber reflects negatively
on the staff of the Mirror as well as on the entire
student body. The Mirror should not continue to
insult its readership with such articles.

Barbara Valentine '86

Editor:
In response to Mr. William S. Gill's letter to the
editor of November 1,1 feel I must make several
points clear. First, the only alternative to a nuclear
arms freeze is the continuation of the Reagan
Administration's arms race. Dr. Orman's support
of the arms freeze is to be applauded; he, unlike
the President (who, ironically, continually speaks
about the 'greatness' of America's future), is at
least proposing to do something about this country's (and indeed the whole world's) future.
Second, it needs to be pointed out that Dr. Orman's opponent, Representative McKinney, also
supports the arms freeze. Thirdly, this country
cannot afford four more years of Mr. Reagan's
arms expenditures. They have given us deficits
unequalled by those of any Democratic administration.

Writing Inadequacies Examined
Editor:
Thursday, October 25, dawned bleak and
dreary for readers of the Fairfield Mirror. That
morning, our favorite (and only!) campus
newspaper hit an all-semester-low. Garbage journalism, questioned on page 5, reasserted itself
on pages 2, 10, and 11.
Page 2: The speakout section featured four
male sophomores and one male freshman—all
Republicans. Can you call that a representative
cross-section of the campus? By the way, I've
never heard "overly-organized" called a vice
before.
Page 10: "Some Weird Encounters" and
"Unknown Comics" both took cheap, pointless,
poorly written potshots at students. Responsible
jounalism? I don't think so.
Page 11: "German Prof Fleed Nazis." Fleed?
In a headline, no less!
I realize that the NY Times makes mistakes
sometimes, too. So, instead of writing just one
more critical letter to swell the already overstuffed

Sincerely,
David Scopelleti '87
D. J. Belcher '87
Charlie Viviano '87
William Dumais, Jr. '87
Michael P. O'Bries '87
Andrew D. Othen '87

Student Applauds Dr. Orman

Features
Editor:
I find myself in the same position as many of
my fellow students—utter dismay with the quality of the feature articles in the Mirror. It seems
that several writers think that the only way to get
a laugh is to abuse the English language. I cannot believe the newspaper of a "fine liberal arts
university" prints articles containing sentences
such as, "I am one of these people and I am really
getting fed up at some of you who are obnoxious,
unrestraining, rude people." We, the readers, as-

termed unruly was the result of people from other
dorms. Granted they were not solely responsible,
but for the most part they were the instigators of
the trouble and the chanting. Loyola residents are
being blamed for that as well. This is another situation in which unfair treatment has occured.
Rights have been violated and generalizations
have accused the inocent.

complaint file, I showed up at a Mirror meeting
to find out why the same problems recurred and
increased week after week.
When I walked into the meeting, I fully expected
a baker's dozen of illiterate geeks, dipping their
pens into poisoned ink wells. Much to my disappointment, I found a very pleasant group of people, conversing intelligently and sincerely about
the upcoming issue.
Tom Moore, the Editor-in-Chief, and I go way
back. We've been good acquaintances since
Freshman year. He handed me over to Steve
Humes. "Here, talk to this guy." Steve and I
debated in the hallway for over a half hour. I took
the side of the students, primarily the English
Majors like myself, who consider the term "Image
of Fairfield" an insult. Steve took the side of the
writers and staff of the Mirror. He brought up excellent points which most people on campus never
consider.
1. Even though everyone complains, they keep
reading. The product sells.
2. Writers like Matt Mullen stir up a great deal

of controversy, but they write. You may think they
write very poorly, but at least they're consistent.
The editors can count on them to produce on a
weekly basis. What are all the other writing majors
doing? Nothing.
3. Finally, a mirror only reflects what's placed
in front of it. Don't complain about someone else's
ugly reflection unless you're willing to step in front
yourself. In other words, don't complain until you
show up at a meeting and contribute an article
or two.
Before criticizing the next Mirror, consider the
"chicken or the egg" question. Did the students
lose interest in the Mirror and stop writing for it
because of "garbage journalism," or did the Mirror have to settle for so-called "garbage journalism" because an apathetic campus has left it
ignored and understaffed?
Next time, before you complain, contribute.

Don Kilcoyne '85
English Major

If Dr. Orman's view is truly that of a man in an
ivory tower, I will stand with him in that tower. The
clarity of the view from the tower must be better
than that from going through life wearing a blindfold, as Ronald Reagan's past policies have indicated he does. It is not important whether or not
Dr. Orman wins his race. What counts is that Dr.
Orman was willing to try.

Edward John Neth '85

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the
policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m. Friday evening for publication the following
Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withhe'd.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal
attacks, inaccurate factual material,
and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments
or replies should be conducted on a face
to face basis, so that room can be reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.
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The 80's Drift To The Right
by Rich Carr
It is quite obvious that the Fairfield students of
the '80's are quite different from college students
of the '60's and 70's. For the most part students
here at Fairfield are e. tremely apathetic politically.
The attitude we see is one of a close-minded pursuit of a secure job. We see a lack of interest in
the humanities and social issues and an abundance of business-related majors whose only concern is a high salary job after these four years.
The ones who are politically active are, oddly
enough, drifting far to the right. The sight of
young, stuffy, conservative students preaching
about traditional values and patriotism, as well
as pride in a militarily aggressive superpower
such as the U.S., is very upsetting. In fact, on campus we are witnessing a drastic change. It is the
older professor who holds liberal ideas and expresses concern for the oppressed throughout
the Third World and it is the student who has
turned into the reactionary conservative. The exact opposite was true in the '60's and '70's. Why
has this discouraging switch taken place?
I think part of the reason is that Fairfield students are a homogeneous group. Most are from
middle to upper-middle class suburbs. A large
portion could in fact be considered very wealthy.
The parents of these wealthy students probably
would be very upset if their son or daughter were
not pursuing a secure field if not following in daddy's footsteps as a doctor or lawyer or
"businessman."
In these times of tragic unemployment (yes 7%
is a tragedy whether or not it has been lowered
from its previous abominable level of 10.8%) and
increased poverty, the social conditions have also
become a factor in closing students' minds and
forcing them to focus on their goal for a high salary. One other factor is that most wealthy parents tend to pass on their somewhat materialistic
attitude that lots of money means success and
that this in turn leads to lifelong happiness,
although most people know very well that money

does not mean happiness.
How can a student who's busily working and
competing for a job care about U.S. oppression
and exploitation in Central America? How can he
or she care about the U.S. support of legalized
racism in South Africa or the fascist dictator
Pinochet in Chile?
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For most.the societal factors I've listed are the
main reason for their apathy. They just can't be
bothered. Society has forced him or her to ignore
it and to concern himself only with the dog-eatdog competition of finding a job in a country
whose economic system is deteriorating. For
others who are politically active they have chosen to be the reactionary conservative; the one that
supports U.S. foreign exploitation and who spew
out Russian pananoia in an attempt to justify our
aggression. These conservatives are conservatives because they hope to someday benefit from
the sick exploitative status quo when they enter
the business world. Reform or radical change is
not needed they say. Our national interests are
at stake. Leave well enough alone. Everyone's
looking for a hand-out. People on welfare should
get off their lazy backsides and get a job. These
are the cold, insensitive slogans of conservatives.
This shift towards conservatism by the young
is saddening. What will happen when the generation of the '60's is gone and our kids are exposed
only to the cold, status quo attitude of this generation. They'll never know that sometimes radical
change is necessary and good. Tradition doesn't
always mean "the good 'ole' days." Will they know
what freedom was handed down to us all because
of the '60's radicals? No, maybe they won't, for
they will hear about the rebels of the '60's through
the bias of a conservative generation. They will
be told the bad side of these "hippies and radical freaks of the '60's who caused nothing but
trouble." They will never know that freedom everywhere always comes about because people are
willing to fight the status quo, not accept it. That
people have to be willing to be called a radical
or a rebel, that this is not always bad.

1984 Election Results
by Arnold Natali
The results of the 1984 Presidential election
took virtually no one by surprise. The incumbent
triumphantly regained the presidency in a manner comparable only to Richard Nixon's campaign
of 1972.
Reagan took nearly every state, winning by 18
percentage points of the popular votes while giving up only 3 electoral votes. The decisive victory can be attributed to the loss of base which the
Democratic party experienced in this election.
Young people, who usuually vote Democratic,
have shifted to the Republican camp. In this elec-

tion 60% of young people voted for Ronald Reagan. Other traditional Democratic coalitions
which have left the party in this election have been
the union vote (as in N.J.), Italian-Americans, and
Irish-Americans.
The "working majority" of Republicans and
conservative Democrats has been reestablished
in Congress. This may make things a little easier
for Ronald Reagan in the next four years.
Fairfield's own Professor John Orman's valiant
attempt at the U.S. House of Representatives was
answered with an overwhelming defeat by Stewart
McKinney. McKinney beat Orman by over 95,000
popular votes.

Ronald Reagan: "Let's Get Syria-ous"
by Albert Wunsch
Past diplomatic and military clashes with Syria should not be allowed to obsure the inevitable
convergence of interests between the United
States and Syria. Controversial as it seems, it is
my opinion that Syria genuinely seeks to strike
a deal with the United States.
Some of the issues that Washington and
Damascus could explore include stability and
reconciliation in Lebanon, movement toward a
comprehensive settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict, controlling terrorist forces in the region, and
checking Soviet exploitation of Middle East turmoil. There is one area, however, on which the
Syrians are adamant. That concerns Israel's occupation of Arab lands, especially the Golan
Heights.
Syria maintains that they have no territorial ambitions in Lebanon and would withdraw unconditionally if and when Israel withdraws. They
propose a settlement based on United Nations

As long as Syria feels that
it has been isolated from
the political process, it
will continue to block
Washington's diplomatic
efforts in Lebanon.

Security Council Resolution 509, which was supported by Washington. This resolution calls for
an Israeli withdrawal and would make Lebanon
responsible for security of Israel's northern border.
I believe this would create an atmosphere for Lebanese national reconciliation and the lead to a
Syrian withdrawal.
As long as Syria feels that it has been isolated
from the political process, it will continue to block
Washington's diplomatic efforts in Lebanon.
Without Syria, there is no hope for a solution in
Labanon or a settlement of the Arab-Israeli
conflict.
Syria does have an interest in an independent
and sovereign Lebanon. This would be the best

guarantee that Israel would not annex it or threaten Syria militarily. Assad fears that political divisions in Lebanon allow Israel to exercise influence
and challenge Syria's traditional role there.
Reagan has maintained all along that he re-

increase in Soviet military aid to Syria, experts
are leery of attaching too much importance to the
relationship. Says one expert, "Right now this Is
a very happy marriage of convenience."
The Syrians are clearly interested in coming
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fuses to deal with Syria because he sees Assad
as no more than a "Soviet puppet." He uses the
Soviet-Syrian Friendship Treaty as the basis for
this judgement.
This pact signed in 1980, was drawn up at a
lime when Syria's increasing isolation from other
Arab countries was causing Assad to rethink his
foreign policy, a policy that often has been
described as acrobatic nonalignment. But even
when courting Moscow's increased attention, Assad has never been more than a reluctant Soviet
suitor. For two years after the treaty's signing Assad mysteriously failed to appoint a Syrian Ambassador to Moscow.
The agreement between Syria and the Soviet
Union was virtually identical with the previous
Soviet pacts with Egypt and Iraq, and probably
represents no more of a permanent foundation
for prolonged bilateral cooperation between the
signatories than the other two pacts did. Assad,
despite what the Reagan Administration believes,
is not more of a loyal Marxist than was Nassar,
Sadat, or Iraqi President Hassan. Bilateral relations have been constrained by each nation's
overriding national interest; for example, Syria has
been unwilling to ignore its security interests in
Lebanon even if they collide with Soviet interests.
And Moscow has hesitated to risk a superpower
confrontation in the volatile Middle East for the
sake of a regional ally.
Despite the friendship treaty and the dramatic

to some kind of understanding with Washington.
They do, however, reject Washington's step-bystep approach to peace, which, they maintain,
simply partitions the problem. Their willingness
to cooperate diplomatically, however, depends on
Washington's willingness to take a more neutral
and impartial approach in relations with Syria and
Israel.

The question is, can Ronald Reagan put aside
his misconceptions and normalize relations with
Syria? Hafez al-Assad is clearly a tough customer,
but when he makes a deal, as he did in the 1974

Reagan should take the
initiative and meet with
Assad. We must make an
effort to separate irreconcilable differences
from mutual U.S. and
Syrian interests.

disengagement of forces with Israel, experience
shows he will keep his word.
Assad is far from a "Soviet puppet." I believe
the United States should have the courage to test
Syria, bringing it into the diplomatic process. Reagan should take the initiative and meet with Assad. We must make an effort to separate
irreconcilable differences from mutual U.S. and
Syrian interests. As one expert asserts, "Syria is
a formidable adversary, but it need not be the enemy of the United States."

Political Currents
by Arnold Natali
Terrorism seems to be in the air this fall. With
the assassination of Indira Gandhi and the attempt on the life of Margaret Thatcher, all world
leaders are justifiably changing their lifestyles.

*****
A mob attacked a Sikh community near New
Delhi Sunday, killing at least 95 people, and destroying a substantial part of their community.

vide and distribute food. Six million Ethiopians
are estimated to be suffering from hunger.
Svetlana Alliliuyeva, the daughter of Joseph
Stalin, returned to the Soviet Union last week. This
took many members of the Western community
by surprise, since she defected from the U.S.S.R.
in 1969. The controversy developed further when
Ms. Alliliuyeva reportedly brought her 13 year old
daughter back with her against her will.

*****
Organizations providing famine relief in Ethiopia report to have been receiving hundreds of
thousands of dollars in contributions to help pro-

Ironically following the IRA's assassination attempt on Margaret Thatcher, Sein Fein, their political wing, met for their annual two day
convention in Dublin.
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President Reagan's Record In Office Evaluated
Poverty Engulfs Millions
Nation Strengthens With Reagan
by Rich Carr
Aside from the wealthy who obviously benefit
from Reagan's policies, there are plenty of
working-class, poor, black, Hispanic and elderly
citizens who have supported Ronald Reagan
since 1980. However, when his record is put in
print, just the facts with rhetoric left out, it is quite
hard to believe that anyone with any sensitivity
to human suffering could vote for this man, least
of all blue collar workers.
During his reign unemployment rose to a postwar high of 10.8%. Even now at 7% during almost
two years of supposed recovery, unemployment
should be considered a major cause for alarm.

College loans have been
cut 27 percent; Medicaid
and Medicare, 5 percent.
And the list goes on.

As a result of millions being thrown out of work
and his cold hearted cuts of benefits to the needy,
wretched poverty has engulfed millions moreraising the total subjected to abject misery to 35.3
million.
On top of this, in order to rub the face of the

Violence
Plagues India
by Arnold Natali
The assassination of Indira Gandhi by two of
her Sikh bodyguards last Wednesday caused the
entire world to lapse into a state of grievance.
Gandhi, who was shot by two members of the Sikh
cult was rushed unsuccessfully to the All India
Medical Center where she died only a few hours
later.

poor in the dirt and further degrade them, Reagan has simultaneously added $125 billion to an
already bloated military budget while cutting $110
billion from social welfare programs. Women and
children, minorities, the elderly and the disabled
have been particularly hard hit. One million persons have been dropped from the food stamp program, 750,000 families have lost welfare payments
under the aid to families with dependent children
program; 900,000 children have been cut from
the school breakfast program; 1.1 million children
have been dropped from the school lunch program. College loans have been cut 27 percent;
Medicaid and Medicare, 5 percent. And the list
goes on.
Reagan's record on the environment is one of
total neglect at best. During his first two years,
the EPA's record was marked by blatant collusions
between their agency and the corporations it was
supposed to regulate. Little has been done about
the toxic effects of pesticides on our environment
and air pollution standards have been relaxed.
The administration's foreign policy is one of
support for repressive regimes for the benefit of
corporations. Highlights include intervention in
Lebanon, the invasion and occupation of Grenada, an assault through the support of Contras on
Nicaragua, the militarization of Honduras and
Costa Rica; greater support for the vicious dictators of Guatemala and Pakistan and closer ties
with racist South Africa and continued support
for El Salvador's murderous regime.
Through his recklessly aggressive and
provocative statements and actions Reagan has
brought the world closer to a nuclear war. His unprecedented nuclear arms build up and efforts
to acquire a first-strike capability to "prevail" in
a nuclear war, his belligerence towards the Soviet
Union and placement of missiles within minutes
of Soviet targets as well as one-sided arms control proposals have heightened tensions between
the superpowers.
I could go on but the facts I've cited are more
than enough to condemn his first four years. It
is necessary for voters to know the record behind
his amiable facade, unfortunately most know only
the facade. Those who know his record know that
Reagan's four years have been an assault on the
working people at home and abroad and has endangered the future of our children.

by the Republican
National Committee
Reaganomics and Reagan policies have set
the nation straight. Whether economic policies
or foreign policies are what you examine, the
record that the current chief executive has
achieved holds its own in a number of ways. The
economy, the misery index, the issue of fairness,
tax relief, the lessening of federal regulations, social security, educational reform, crime levels,
energy costs, and women's rights all show pluses
for the Californian who rode the new wave of conservatism in this nation all the way to Washington, D.C.
On the foreign policy front as well as the are a
of the U.S. defense many points show the pluses
of Reagan policies. The various aspects of the
administrations record on fostering democracy
in Central America, solidifying the situation in the
Middle East, and national security measures and
their connection to peace and freedom all show
why the Reagan record and plans work for the
United States.
Going into the specifics on the economy, one
should note that the Reagan policies reversed its
downward trend by placing inflation under control. For the first six months of this year inflation
has been held to 4.1%, keeping it as low as 3.8%
in '83 and at 3.9% in '82. This compares to the
levels under the previous administration (inflation
hit the levels of up to 12.4% when Carter left office
in '80.)
Fairness to the people of the nation is evident
because the tax cuts under the Reagan four years
in office have benefited the entire nation. It is indisputable that the lowered rates of inflation have
helped all Americans pull themselves out of the
horrible downspin that the country experienced
when the Democrats in the White House actually made it harder to get above the poverty level.
Income needed to meet the poverty line rose by
one-half, from 6000 dollars to 9000 dollars. Reagan policies have especially helped the poor. For
those who wish to compare the social spending
level to the Pentagon's budget, the amount spent
through the Department of Health and Human
Services was 57 billion more than the Pentagon
budget.
Tax relief under the Reagan stay in office combated the Carter administration's near doubling
of Federal tax revenues. Under the next administration with Reagan-Bush, all taxpayers paid at

individual rates 25% less.
President Reagan has worked diligently to cut
federal regulations and has saved the taxpayers
over 300 million hours of federal paperwork each
year. This significantly affects the size of government and of bureaucracy.
Along with the healthiest economic recovery
in many years, energy supplier, are more plentiful and prices of energy are down because of the
President's decision to decontrol domestic oil
prices. America now imports less than half of the
foreign oil it did in 1977.
Also, women have been greatly helped by the
recovery as lower inflation made it easier for families to live within their budgets. Three million
of almost seven million jobs created during the
recovery went to women and tax relief in the form
of rate reductions, indexing, easing of the "marriage penalty" tax, and the liberalization of IRA's
have been of special benefit to women.
Turning to issues of defense and foreign policy, President Reagan's record is superb in terms
of restoring a credible deference to nuclear war
and restoring American to its position of world
leadership.
President Reagan has firmly supported forces
in Central America that foster democracy and has
enabled the brave people of El Salvador to hold
constituent and presidential elections despite the
efforts of the leftist guerillas. He made a swift and
decisive move in rescuing the students in Granada and his Caribbean Basin Initiative offers trade
and investment assistance to reverse the economic decline of the region.
Under Reagan, America has affirmed an unshakeable commitment to Israel's security and
he has strengthened our ties with the People's
Republic of China while maintaining our commitment to Taiwanese security.
President Reagan has rebuilt our longneglected defenses and has modernized the strategic triad of ICBM's, submarines, and bombers
to enablo us to negotiate real and comprehensive arms, treaties with the Soviet Union. He has
a clear understanding of the world situation and
is not offering simplistic solutions like the nuclear
freeze to the serious question of the arms buildup. Reagan wants to reduce nuclear weapons,
not freeze them at their present levels, and his
policies make the world a safer place.
There is not a single reason one can find to elect
Walter Mondale. We must stick with the proven
leadership and success of Reagan-Bush.

The assassination was the result of the command given by Miss Gandhi to assault the Sikh's
Golden Temple in June to crush the Sikh separist
movement in the Punjab state. The Sikh's are
members of a five hundred year old militaristic
breakaway religion from Hinduism. They make
up only 2% of India's population of 740 million.
Indira Gandhi was the daughter of India's first
prime minister, Jawahala Nehru. Her political life
can be traced all the way back to 1938, when she
was imprisoned in Britain for 13 months for proindependence activism. In 1941 she joined India's
National Congress Party. Her political life blossomed in 1959-60 when she served as president
of the Congress party. Before her election as
Prime Minister in 1966, she was appointed
Minister of Information and Broadcasting. In 1966
she was elected Prime Minister and a year later
she led the Congress Party to victories in the
general elections.
Her political life ran into trouble in the seventies. Beginning in 1971, she ordered the Indian
army into East Pakistan in support of a separist
movement. 1971 proved to be another successful year for the Congress party by winning decisively in the general elections. In 1975, threatened
by an overthrow, Miss Gandi declared emergency rule, imprisoned political opponents, closed

many newspapers, demanded male sterilization,
and attempted to spur economic development.
The result of these actions was her overwhelming defeat by the Bihar opposition in the next
election.
In 1980, Miss Gandhi was swept back into power in the general elections. Her personal problems
also began in 1980 when a plane crash claimed
the life of her son who was also a close political
adviser. In June, 1984 she ordered the army into
the Golden Temple to stop Sikh radicals suppos-

edly leading a terror campaign. The result was
the death of 600 people but the violence climaxed
on October 31 with the death of Miss Gandhi
herself.
The aftermath of Miss Gandhi's assassination
has been the appointment of her son Rajiv to power. Criticized by many as inexperienced, Rajiv
Gandhi has many problems to deal with. In addition to the problems of overpopulation, weak
economy, and internal strife, the new Prime
Minister must now stifle the growing crowds of

Hindus and Sikhs. With only four years of political experience, it is highly unlikely that he will be
able to weather the storm. Although both Hindus
and Moslems grieved at this atrocity, many Sikh
leaders rejoiced at the news. Amarjit Singh Buttar, a local Sikh leader has said, "We feel about
Gandhi the same way the Jews felt about Hitler,
and if I had the opportunity, I would have done
it myself." He concluded by saying, "She has tried
to completely liquidate our religion."

problem. His problem was (and still is) convincing the public that he is a serious politician. Okay,
he made it to governor of California, that's pretty
serious. Suddenly the White House is at stake
and what does he do? He acquires for himself
a fantastic advertising firm which results in his
present image, Reagan, Man of the West. He is
shown chopping wood and riding horses, and this
takes the American public deep into the history

of their country. It represents the idea of the New
Frontier, wild and exciting yet courageous and human. This is an image everyone from Florida to
Oregon can share.
The public needs these symbols and myths
with which to identify. Instead of pursuing the facts
and issues the public is blatantly conquered by
those masters of manipulation on Madison
Avenue.

Candidates Made Marketable
by Celia Kane
Jello, Kleenex and Coke, what do these
products have in common? They are the household names for gelatin, tissues and soda, respectively. Throughout the United States these are
recognized by their name brands, not their actual substance. Not their actual substance, does
that phrase sound familiar? It should, it's an election year.
Presidential candidates no longer take to the
soap box or the tree stump, rather, they run as
fast as they can to Madison Avenue. Let's face
it, today's politicians are products. They are images. Images which have been conceived, fertilized and toiled over in the minds of the master
manipulators of the omnipotent advertising firms,
who then let their creations loose on the Ameri-

can public.
Image-making has been commonplace since
the times of Egyptian pharoahs, but the technology of today makes an enormous difference. Our
lives are shaped by advertising, from what under arm deodorant to wear and which brand of
soup to buy to who we should elect to lead our
country. The ultimate goal of political advertising is to make each candidate a household name,
because in politics, a recognition problem is
equivalent to death. Just look at what happened
to Ernest Hollings and Rueben Askew. Oh, you
forgot them already, let me refresh your memory.
They were two of the Democratic contenders for
the presidential nomination this year.
Let's review a prime example, Ronald Reagan.
There's a man who moved smoothly from acting
to politics, because he had no recognition
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A Government
Of the Pe

F.U.S.A. cabinet members gather for a leadership workshop.

[Photo by Katie Malone]

By the People...
The second division is headed by membership
coordinatdor-Phil McCarthy. He is in charge of recruiting
new F.U.S.A. members. He must keep track of all members
and report to Fran on the flow and site of the organization.
Sally Ann French and Anne Englehart report to Phil as cochairs of the Publicity Committee. They insure that F.U.S.A.
activities are well-publicized and that optimum methods of
communication exist between Students, Faculty, and Administration. They also oversee the Decorations Committee,
which handles all decorations at Oak Room Dances.
As Vice-President of Student Activities, Jim O'Connor oversees the activities of six chairpersons. The organization of
Harvest and Dogwoods, the two major dance weekends, and
the concerts which appear during these same weekends
is the duty of Kerry Besnia. She also coordinates the subcommittees and volunteers who help her. Jim English handles the operations of all Oak Room Concerts and guides
the subcommittees. He works directly with Jim O'Connor.
Special Events is the committee which raises funds for
F.U.S.A. through creative programming of various events.
Sue Scandale and Brenda Kenney are the co-chairs. Cathy
Kiley and Jeff Ford co-chair the Sports and Leisure Committee. This was formerly known as Student Activities. Cathy
and Jeff must try and initiate enthusiasm for the campus
sports and program events which emphasize life outside of
campus.

Fairfield University Student Association, ot
is often misconstrued as a bunch of people l{
run dances and handle the results of teache
realize the full workings of our student goverl
positive effect it has on the everyday life of the!
we take for granted, such as the programs in|
tertainment in the Campus Center, are proc
F.U.S.A. is divided in three branches. The]
with chairman Joe Mannion. It is further subj
mittees headed by different cabinet membel
mittee is chaired by Bill Lynch, who acts asl
on all academic matters. He oversees all ac|
and improvements. Fran Brucker chairs the
tee which evaluates Seilers and the students'l
to evaluating the campus health services. Tim)
ing and is a liaison to the Office of Student
are informed about F.U.S.A. events, etc. throuj
by Diane Robertson. The club coordinator is Jc
sible for the maintenance and welfare of all CJ
bursements to clubs, which are decided b}
handled by John. Ellen Ullois is the Secrete
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Student Association

People
ssociation, otherwise known as F.U.S.A.
;h of people led by Fran Kenneally who
jits of teacher evaluations. Few people
btudent government or the extent of the
pay life of the student body. Little things
programs in the Stag-Her Inn and enInter, are products of F.U.S.A.
ranches. The first is that of student life
[is further subdivided into various com|binet members. The Academics Comwho acts as a student representative
fersees all academic standard policies
>r chairs the Food and Health CommitIthe students' response to it, in addition
(services. Tim Lane is in charge of Hous|e of Student Residences. Commuters
its, etc. through the committee chaired
lordinator is John Mancini who is responJelfare of all campus clubs. All cash disle decided by Student legislature, are
Is the Secretary of Student Life.

The cabinet in summer garb planning for the '84-85 term.

For the People

"k

Don Ciampi and his coffeehouse Committee members are
responsible for Stag-Her programs, involving both student
and professional entertainment, and of course alcoholic and
non-alcoholic events. Ellen Dooleyand Ronnie Gilmartin are
in charge of the Arts and Lectures Committee who invite keynote speakers, such as Ralph Nader and Paul Weiss, to
speak at Fairfield. Student talent featured in the Campus
Center is also the work of this committee. Patty Burns is
Secretary of Student Activities.
At the executive level, Fran Kenneally is assisted by Executive Secretary Kim Walsh and Treasurer, Chuck Hacker.
Chuck reports to Fran on the financial status of F.U.S.A. and
handles all financial transactions. Kim is responsible for communication with all facets of the University.
Together, these 24 individuals comprise the F.U.S.A. cabinet. For each different committee, there are additional subcommittees. This intricate network of dedicated individuals
is the government of our University. They all attend weekly
meetings with their vice president as well as meetings of
subcommittees. F.U.S.A. constantly needs new members to
help out with the tremendous amount of work to be done
in order to keep everything running smoothly with all its
diverse functions. There is really something for everybody
who wants to join. Just like our government of the United
States of America, it is a government of the people, by the
people, for the people.

[Photo by Peggy Alexander]
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Confessions Of A Would Be Soccer Player
by Matthew Mullen
Fairfield University, the school we go to, is full
of sports enthusiasts. The faculty loves to throw
tests around or run computer programs. Many of
the men here are constantly playing sports and
some of them have become quite adept at various mindless activities like bouncing balls, running, or bounding around in attempts to allude
toothless pursuers. I am not of this variety.
My only physical activity is listening to my Abba
albums. My favorite sport is watching 777/'s Old
House on channel thirteen. So when my neighbor approached me and begged my participation
on his intramural indoor soccer team, I was puzzled. Why me? He retorted: "We have to put 14
names on the roster and it would be too embarrasing to put a girl's name on it. Come on sport,
you'll get to know where the rec-plex is and if
you're lucky, I might sweat on you." I jumped at
the chance.
That fateful Tuesday night when Mohan's Best
would open their season approached like a reckless Mack truck. I was headed for disaster, if I
didn't change my physical outlook. I started walking to Canisius instead of driving. I walked to the
first floor instead of taking the elevator, and I drank
four glasses of water at dinner instead of the usual
five. A few weeks of this saint-like self-abuse and
I felt ready for any obstacle. My limbs flew lightly
in the air doing the simplest activities. I cut 3 seconds off my walk to the refrigerator over the next
week. My soccer education would now begin.
I picked up a book from the library and learned
soccer had a lot to do with kicking a ball and such.
I asked one of the more athletic types to borrow
a ball. I claimed that I needed it for a physics experiment. I went to my room, closed the door, and
placed the ball on the floor. My soccer book
showed detailed photos of people kicking the ball.
It looked easy so I too tried to jump in the air, twist
my body, and hit the ball with my head. Somehow the ball remained on the ground. I learned
later that someone must propell the ball into the
air. It doesn't jump by itself. I soon mastered kicking the ball. I sort of walked along and accidently
bumped into the ball. It moved forward a great
deal and my life became a joyous one. I decided
then and there to try and become the greatest
soccer player Fairfield has ever known.
The Mack truck finally crashed. But it hit a telephone pole and school was cancelled for a week.

My teammates instructed me on pre-game preparations. I was to wear shorts and a T-shirt. "But
oh fearless ones, isn't it a tad cold to wear shorts
out?" I querried. "Dodo brain, we play indoors."
"Oh," I replied. I borrowed a pair of Genovese
sneakers from my roommmate with the promise
of washing them when I was done. I secured my
spectables to my nervous face and ate some Jujubees for quick energy. Captain Curt led me to the
Birkenstock field house where the competition
was to be held. I beheld a marvelous cornucopia
of smells from sweaty basketball players, sweaty

out but I stayed on the sidelines. "Why didn't you
go in?" asked ateammate. "I'm having fun watching." "Get in there!" he yelled so I ran onto the
field. The ball was across the gym from me, so
I stayed where I was. It seemed like an awful waste
of energy to go all the way over there and then
come back. A helpful teammate told me to kick
the ball north if it ever came near me. Either that
or just get out of the way. That made sense and
I waited hopefully to test my finely honed soccer
skills.

up their positions. "You'll play defense," someone instructed me. "I beg your pardon, but what
is this defense? I don't see any fences." Art Gallery
slapped me and told me to go home. "Go write
a story you weirdo. You're useless!" Once again,
the persecuted comic.
The boys certainly seemed to enjoy themselves. They kicked the fluorescent green ball in
a variety of fashions and let it hit many parts of
their bodies. There was much grunting and yelling and shouting to teammates. There was also
a lot of cursing, a matter I will take up with the

Eventually the ball came near me. It was rolling slowly and two muscular opponents were
rapidly approaching. My legs stiffened and I ran
towards the ball. With all my strength I booted that
sphere north. The result was a long and beautiful flight. "Yeah," a girl shouted. I liked that.
The game certainly was complex. I learned that
I musn't kick the referee or run into the wall because both can cause physical ailments. The
'throw in' was hastily introduced to me by the ref.
I could now use my hands to toss the ball to my
teammate. All this switching of body parts was
bedazzling but I faked understanding and stayed
away from the action most of the game.

weightlifters and sweaty rec-plex workers. What
a variety! Mohan's Best gathered around in a corner and discussed strategy. There was a lot of talk
of headers and passing and saves. I just watched
the pretty colors of the gym. At 9:15 my indoor
soccer debut began. Seven healthy young men
from my dorm sauntered onto the floor and took

captain later.
There was certainly a lack of goals tonight. No
one got any. I knew this was the point of the game,
so why didn't anyone score? I thought this was
the way to win. I guess not.
Midway through the first period, all seven of
our players came running off. Six new guys went

Our 30 minutes finally expired with the score
tied 0-0. This seemed reasonable because no one
scored. I thought it only fair that both teams should
be rewarded for their efforts because everyone
wanted their team to win. But my teammmates
said we played to win and now we played "sudden death." This was awfully harsh treatment for
the loser, I surmised, but I went along with it.
Those silly boys refused to score a goal. I believe they deliberately wanted to keep me from
studying. "Sudden Death" ended without a score.
So we played another sudden death. I was forced
onto the field again and rampaged offensive opponents with my slicing kicks, fancy footwork and
dribbling. In one game I had become the soccer
legend I had hoped to be. I completely dominated the floor.,
Time was running out of the second overtime
period. "This is terrible," I thought. "Let's just
score and go home." So I cleared the ball into
offensive territory with a ferocious body check and
a slicing passing kick. Tod Lewis, always alert,
took my pass and dribbled right. The defense was
slow in responding but Tod still had a defender
Continued on page 11

SMEDLEY'S
Need a place to go that students can afford?
We're known for our Specials
'Monday:

Free Pizza 9-11 pm

Tuesday: 50<P Mugs of Beer, $2.50
for a 60 Oz Pitcher (9-CL)
Wednes:

99$ All Bar Drinks (9-CL)
You Can't Beat That!

Thursday: 99<P Shots (9-CL)
Keep Checking For Our
Fairfield U.I.D. Night

BOOS

CHEERS

To those who missed
Smedley's first Halloween
Party... you missed a great
party... To those who have
yet to try Smedley's at
least once... To those who
grabbed shot glasses... I
hope you enjoyed them.

To my Thursday afternoon
drinkers... Brian, Danny,
Frank and Skeet... Keep
those pitchers flowing... To
those who have showed up
every Thursday night since
we started advertising... To
Kathy and the Irish
Society... To anybody
who's ever tried
Smedley's... you're a great
bunch of kids.
Thanks, Kevin

Join the Fun at Smedley's
Fairfield Avenue

2770 Fairfield Avenue
3 blocks past the Beverly Theatre

336-4603

Post Road
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Fast! Experience Oxfam's Fight Against Hunger
by Greg Filiano
I think all of us get sick and tired of tear-jerking,
melodramatic stories. We tend to get depressed,
turned-off, and run away from them. I admit, I felt
I should start this off like: "Juan is a five-year old
Columbian boy, he weighs only 45 pounds, his
parents are dead, and Juan can barely walk..."
Certainly "Juans" exist, but I'm sick of hearing
stories like this and watching gruesome telethons
for "Hunger" that interrupt Mash reruns or a football game. However, on November 15th, Fairfield
students, faculty, and everyone can do more than
sulk for the world's hungry. We can join the annual OXFAM's Fast and experience a little of what
it's like to be hungry, then we can gain true empathy for this problem that continually haunts the
world.
Honestly, I would rather write about the latest
Met trade rumors or Monty Python's "The Meaning of Life" or something entertaining. However,
the issue of hunger must be addressed. I'm not
a statistician freak and I am always skeptical about
facts. I have read that 11 million, 8 million, and
10 million people die from starvation each year—
which statistic is true? Also, some people claim
that hunger is caused by the individual; those who
are not willing to work or people who feel sorry
for themselves may end up starving. Still others
say that the rich have all the money and some
retarded and elderly people just don't have
enough money to eat. Frankly, I don't know who's
right. But I do know that there are some real facts
about hunger that all of us have heard and no
one can deny.
Look at the work Mother Theresa has done in
India. She, and others, have helped feed and
nurse thousands of poor, starving, and ailing people. No government has saved these people from

their problems. Her Nobel Peace Prize is proof
that her work is recognized and needed, yet,
somehow, although her efforts go on, more people continue to die.
Certainly, millions die each year due to mal-

that. I'd rather not, but it's a fact.
Around us there is hunger. Walk the streets of
Bridgeport or New York. Undoubtedly, you will see
people that are unusually thin, or pale, or disoriented. Some of these people, for whatever rea-

GIVE US THIS DAY

Look at it this way: A business major can take
all the accounting and management courses
necessary to be a "businessman," but not until
he works in a company with real accounts and
living people does he really know what it's like
in the business world. Or take the pre-med student. One can memorize every organ, nerve,
blood vessel, and what their functions are; but
not until he experiences an operation or deals with
patients can he know what the art and skill of
medicine is all about. It's the same with the Fast.
You can give all the money you want to charity,
or write all the essays or speeches on hunger that
is humanly possible; but when a person experiences a few twangs, or burns or growls in the
stomach, then true understanding happens. With
a feeling like this from time to time, we may want
to help those in Bridgeport, or Zambia, or
wherever.

OUR DAILY
BREAD

nutrition from starvation. Right now, in Ethiopia,
there is a tremendous famine. The New Vbrfc 77mes,
on Sunday, October 28th reported that "6 million
Ethiopians were in dire need of food and that as
many as 100 were dying each day." Think about

"Vee-One" Connoisseurs
by Frank Sheridan
November in Fairfield. A cold Thursday afternoon beneath an overcast sky. A discarded issue of the Mirror blows like tumbleweed across
the quad. Empty cans roll down the steps leading up to FOB, the tinny clang echoing against
deserted windows. The angular red monolith
stuns for a moment. Curious, a work of abstract
art on such a conservatively landscaped campus.
You interrupt a nearby bleary-eyed co-ed,
breaking her funk and chasing the self-involved
glaze from her eyes.
"Excuse me, but what is this sculpture?" I ask.
"Oh, that," she giggles, "is the tail of an Air
Florida jet."
Actually closer examination reveals it to be
"Vee-One." HMMM. What a curious name in such

she had in the house was some bread and a lot
of cat food.
What can be done about such horrors? Joining the OXFAM Fast on November 15th will bring
money to the organization and that's great. But
equally important is the solidarity that we can
share with those who are not as fortunate as most
of us are at Fairfield.

son, are hungry. Think about this. How many
times have you watched the news, waiting for the
sports or weather of course, and heard about Mrs.
"So and So" who, in mid January, was found
frozen to death in her apartment? The only food

Don't feel guilty about the food you eat, I won't.
In fact, I am sure (especially when finals come)
that I will have my share, and more, of Domino's
and Timothy's; and I'm grateful for that. But
remember, "Juans" do exist in the world and we
can help. By fasting, Fairfield University, as a community, can only gain an insight and an understanding to the problem of hunger. For one day,
we can be in union with those people. It can be
difficult, but compared to the struggle some people have just to stay alive, it is easy.

FEATURES 1
an academic environment. And yet, not so. We
Fairdalers are, with some exceptions of course,
culturally ignorant. Many of us are, and in particular myself, bona fide, dyed-in-the-wool
Philistines.. Current attitudes towards Vee-One,
the Campus Center murals, and the recently vandalized Loyola Art Gallery are irrefutable examples. Our concept of classic architecture is the
Golden Arches. Alfred E. Newman and Brock

Yates typify what is considered great literature.
Creative art is the Captain Crunch freebie. Thunderbird is the choice of many of our 'connoisseurs'.
Ancient history consists of cars with fins and sock
hops. In short, we typify the Pepsi Generation.
There exists neither a point nor a moral in the
litany, only the observation that we are surprisingly uncultured people despite having limitless
opportunity.

A CUT AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters
for Men and Women

It's Time To Wake Up
by Arnold L. Natali
My poles and skis were just delivered to the
base of the slope when my name was announced
over the loudspeaker. Robert Strapp please report
to slope number three. Upon hearing this, I moved
to the left, and immediately began to feel queasy.
It was this part of skiing that I hated the most.
Going up on that lift always hit me with mixed emotions. I experienced both exhilaration and anxiety. At times I felt like jumping off, but I knew I
couldn't do that.
As the ride up the mountain came to an end,
I began to unload. I dropped my skis onto the ramp
and moved to the starting gate. At this point I finally realized where I was. I was in the final run
of the men's slalom at Sarajevo, Yugoslavia. Before I was to compete I heard the lineup for the
final run. Two skiers from Austria would take the
"first and second slot, and my main opponent from
Lichtenstein would be taking up the third slot.
Luckily I would be last, and this enabled me to
evaluate the times of my three opponents.
The skiers from Austria posed mediocre times
and the man to beat became the world champion from Lichtenstein. He answered the challenge

by setting a new Olympic record.
I heard my name and entered the starting gate.
Upon hearing the crack of the gun, I threw open
the gate and began my descent towards an Olympic gold. Violently I attacked the slope, swiveling
in and out of the moguls. I never felt this good!
At the halfway point I hit a patch of ice and almost
bottomed out. Luckily, I lost only a few seconds
of my time and was able to make it up on the last
turn.
After the last turn I could hear the cheers from
the crowds and passed through the finish lines
into the clamour of my teammates and coaches.
Exasperated, I looked up and saw that I, Robert
Strapp, had won an Olympic gold, and set a new
world record in the process. The feeling was too
good to be true.
Wake up—Wake up—for God's sake it's 7:00
and I'm not going to wake you up again. I rolled
over, fell out of bed and immediately heard the
sound of the two big hunks of metal which surrounded my legs. At this point I realized that I had
forgotten again. Oh well, it really didn't matter.
Slowly I pulled myself up into my chair and
wheeled myself past the other rooms and into the
shower.

Soccer Player Confesses
Continued from page 10
to burn. He faked forward then with his right instep, lofted the ball about neck high in front of
the goal. Don Lafronz, with his back to the goal,
knew what he had to do. The defense was closing and the goalie was coming out to grab the
ball. So Don leaped backwards, pushing his feet
up towards the sky. Don had timed the play perfectly. The ball arrived just as Don reached his
apex. He kicked both legs, and booted the ball
into the upper right hand corner of the goal. The

goalie never had a chance and Mohan's Best were
1-0. Our team went on to treat Don to a rousing
gang hug and there was much shouting and rejoicing in the streets that night. The other team
had much wailing and gnashing of teeth.
I went on to become a physicist and never
touched a soccer ball again. Don was drafted after the game but was released because he slept
through too many practices. Mohan's Best went
on to win the indoor soccer championships of the
world and then they had a party which I didn't
goto.

KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

333-7541
$2.00 off with Fairfield I.D.

United Parcel Service
Help Wanted
Part Time Work
Male or Female
Monday through Friday

s&OO/hr.

loading and
unloading

Hours Available:
4 am-8 am, 12 noon-4 pm, 5 pm-9 pm,
10:30 pm-2:30 am

Apply at:
1010 Honeyspot R<±, Stratford, CT
Monday's Appointments:
9:30 am-11 am, 1:30 pm-4 pm
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November Listing of Events
Selections from the ACA Galleries, Nov. 4-Jan. 17, 1985. Works by 19th and 20th century American artists. Center for Financial Studies.
Open weekdays, 2-4 p.m. Admission free.
Winslow Homer and the New England Coast, Nov. 9-Jan. 9,1985. Exhibit features oil paintings, water colors, drawings, etchings and wood
engravings. Whitney Museum, Fairfield County, located at Champion International Corp., Atlantic St. and Tresser Blvd., Stamford. Open TuesdaySaturday, 11 a.m.-5 p.q^ Admission free.
Bloomsburg State University Men's "Husky Singers" with the Fairfield University Women's Chorale, Nov. 10. Gonzaga Auditorium, 8
p.m. Admissiea free.
•
U. S. NavaTM^Piy Glee Club with the Fairfield University Women's Chorale, Nov. 13. Gonzaga Auditorium, 4 p.m. Admission at door.
Evenings of Music Guest Artist Series-Ridge String Quartet, Nov. 16. Campus Center Oak Room, 8 p.m. Tickets available at the door.
Local Hero starring Burt Lancaster, Nov. 19. Gonzaga Auditorium, 7 p.m. Admission free.
Brian Alden Autumn Jazz Festival
Lionel Hampton, Nov. 9. Shubert Theatre, 8 p.m.
Ray Charles, Nov. 10. Shubert, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
Cab Calloway with the Duke Ellington Orchestra. Nov. 16. Woolsey Hall, 8 p.m.
Mel Torme and George Shearing, Nov. 23, 24. Palace Theatre, 8 p.m. both nights.
Pat Metheny, Nov. 29. Palace Theatre, 8 p.m.

fii)W

Works by Winslow Homer on Display at the Whitney
Winslow Homer's lifelong fascination with the
sea will be examined in an exhibition of approximately 40 works at the Whitney Museum of American Art, Fairfield County, from November 9,1984
through January 9, 1985. "Winslow Homer and
the New England Coast" features oil paintings,
watercolors, drawings, etchings, and wood
engravings.
Winslow Homer was born in 1836 in the thenthriving port of Boston. At the age of 19 he was
apprenticed to a lithographer, his only formal art
training, and began as a free lance illustrator for
Harper's Weekly. When he moved to New York in
1859, he continued his career as an illustrator
while teaching himself to paint, first with oils, and

a decade later with watercolors, a medium for
which he had a natural aptitude. He worked
directly from nature, applying the colors in a
painterly style representing a distinctive approach
to a medium that had previously been treated
more like colored drawings The Clam Bake and
Sailing the Catboat, both of 1873, are two of his
early watercolors painted one summer in Gloucester, Massachusetts.
Eighteen months (1881-1882) spent in a fishing village on the North Sea coast of England
proved a turning point in Homer's life and style.
"The gray and damp English climate changed
his palette, subduing the previously bright tones
of his watercolors so that their overall effect is
almost gray," writes guest curator Ziba de Week,

in the accompanying brochure. Returning to
America, Homer moved to Prout's Neck, Maine,
a remote hamlet on the rocky, storm-swept coast,
where he remained the rest of his life. "It was an
ideal place for Homer to continue exploring the
visual and dramatic effects of perilous waters.
Except for a few quiet sunset scenes that he painted from nearby Saco Bay, his Prout's Neck seascapes are invariably stark and powerful,"
continues Ms. de Week. Among the Prout's Neck
works in the exhibition are Kissing the Moon, an
oil of 1904, and a watercolor, A Swell of the
Ocedan, of 1883.
Shipwrecks and rescues, recurring themes in
the artist's career, are represented in the exhibition by The Ship's Boat, a watercolor of 1883; Eight
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by Robert Amoroso
After numerous delays (thanks to our friends
at Atlantic Records), No telling Lies has arrived.
Zebra, the boys from New Orleans once again
lace on the gloves as they continue their aim to
pursue their goals for national acceptance. Let's
go to the video tape, shall we?

Round One: Early 1983. Zebra vs. Success.
Zebra is released. The round strongly goes to
Zebra for its tight production and its likable
Zeppelin-via-Rush style. Virtually every song acts
as an assortment of jabs and hooks. Consequently, success is floored twice in this first round.
A slight lack of originality mixed with naive lyrics
allows success to be saved by the bell. The bout
continues.
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Round Two: Late Summer 1984. Zebra, with the
release of No Telling Lies, wins the round but eventually fails to put success in their pocket. "Wait
Until the Summer's Gone" takes off from where
round one started. "Bears" has something behind
its punch. "Lullaby" is a fine departure which displays Zebra's footwork. However, songs like "I
Don't Care," and "Taking A Stance," fail to provide Zebra with the killer instinct to become a

Located Between Grand Union
& Russell Chevrolet

259-7795

BEER SPECIALS
MILLER LITE SUITCASES
9.99
MILLER AND LITE 7 Oz. Bot. 48 Bot
12.99
MICHELOB AND LITE Bot 24/12 oz
10.99
STROH'S AND STROH'S LIGHT EXPORTS . . 8.99
WEIDEMANN SUITCASES
5.99
PABST AND PABST LIGHT SUITCASES
7.99
PIELS DRAFT AND LIGHT SUITCASES
6.25
MEISTER BRAU SUITCASES
7.99
MOLSON BEER, RED ALE, GOLDEN
11.99
HEINEKEN DARK AND LIGHT 24/12 Oz Bot
14.99
BECKS DARK AND LIGHT 24/12 Oz Bot
14.99
ST. PAULI GIRL LIGHT AND DARK 24/12 Oz Bot 14.99
NORDIK WOLF LIGHT 24/12 oz Bot
14.99
GROLSCH Boti. 24/12 oz. Bot
15.49
O'KEEFE ALE 24/12 Oz. Bot
10.99
MOOSEHEAD BEER 24/12 Oz Bot
12.80
1.75 LTR. ROMANOFF
1.75 LTR. GORDON'S

champion in rock and roll's squared circle. The
crowd, deluged with Long Island residents, await
the bell to start the next round. Cut the tape,
please.
The key to No Telling Lies is that though it may
not overwhelm, it doesn't disappoint. Randy, Felix,
and Guy provide us with enough to hope for more.
As the new cover illustrates, the next move on the
chessboard is their own.

WINES & SPIRITS

KEGS ALWAYS IN STOCK

VODKA

The Museum is housed in and supported by
the Champion Intaernational Corporation, which
is located at the corner of Atlantic Street and Tresser Boulevard in downtown Stamford. It is open
free to the public Tuesday through Saturday from
11:00 a.m. to5:00p.m. Gallery talks are conducted
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday at 12:30. Special arrangements for school and other group
tours may be made by calling (203) 358-7652.
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953 POST RD. FAIRFIELD
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Bells and 7b The Rescue, both 1886 oils; and Diamond Shoals of 1905, his last dated watercolor.
"Winslow Homer and the New England Coast"
is the third in an ongoing series presenting
"American Masters" at the Whitney Museum of
American Art, Fairfield County.

Was

Now

9.39
11.39

7.39
8.95

CANADIAN

was

Now

21.65
9.69

6.99
7.59

1.75 LTR. BACARDI Silver-Gold 14.79
750 ML MONTE ALBAN MEZCAL
12.99

11.61
10.99

1.75 LTR. CANADIAN CLUB
750 ML CANADIAN CLUB

RUM or TEQUILA

WINE
1.5 LTR. BLACK TOWER LIEB.
750 ML BLUE NUN
750 ML MATEUS ROSE or WHITE
LTR. KAHLUA
750 ML AMARETTO Dl SARONNO
750 BAILEY'S
750 ML HARVEYS BRISTOL CREAM

13.99 11.19
13.94 10.99

SCOTCH
1.75 LTR. DEWAR
1.75 LTR. BALLANTINE

25.35 19.89
18.98 14.90

6.99
3.99
3.59

18.45
16.65
16.39
10.98

13.99
11.99
11.85

CORDIALS/BRANDIES

GIN
LTR. BEEFEATER
1.75 LTR. SEAGRAMS

10.49
5.75
4.79

EVERY ITEM DISCOUNTED

7.99
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Playhouse Update
by Kerry Besnia
Crimes of the Heart, under the direction of Donald A. Rosenberg, will open at the Fairfield University Playhouse on Monday, December 3 and run through Saturday, December 8. Crimes of the Heart
is a comedy about three sisters who are reunited under unpleasant circumstances. Babe, the youngest sister, has just unsuccessfully attempted to kill her husband. Meg has returned home to be
with her; she is the middle sister who left town with a sordid reputation to become a singing success,
only to fail. This is all taking place on Lenny's, the oldest sister's, 30th birthday.
This wild comedy was Beth Henley's first play, and won her the 1981 Pulitzer Prize for best play.
Tickets will be $6 General Admission, and $3 for students, senior citizens and staff.
Cast
Grad COM, Cynthia Kay Lukas
—Lenny, the eldest sister
'87 Carrie Tausch
—Meg, middle sister
'85 Marybeth Curtis
—Babe, youngest sister
'83 Suzanne Steele
—Chick, cousin, next-door neighbor
'86 Eddie Ambrossino
—Doc, former boyfriend of Meg
'87 Micheale T. Habetc-Barrett
—Babe's lawyer

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
^

Mirror Music Trivia Contest—Try Your Hand
by Tim Keefe
1. What is Meatloaf's real name?
2. What is the name o< Prince's first Top 40
hit?
3. Who had an album entitled Me, Myself, 17
4. Who had a Top 40 hit in the early 1970's
with "Little Willy?"
What role did Tina Turner play in the film
Tommy?
Who sang backup vocals for Carly Simon's "You're So Vain" and claimed that
it was written about him?
What was the name of Linda Ronstadt's
group in the late 1960's?
What Academy Award winning actress
sang on the Original Broadway Cast album of Hair?

9. Who wrote Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young's
hit "Woodstock?"
10. What state does Tom Petty come from?
11. What musician starred in the film Carny?
12. Who wrote the title song from The Rose?
13. Two musical groups have recently recorded songs about popular actors—one is
Michael Caine and the other is Robert
DeNiro. Name the groups that sing these
. songs.
14. Who sang the early 1970's hit "Kung Fu
Fighting?"
15 What famous musician of the past appears in George Thorogood's video for
"Bad To The Bone?"
16 What is Gilda Radner's ex-husband's
name, and what group does he play lead
guitar for?

17. What were the Weather Girls formerly
called?
18. What was the name of Joan Jett's first
group?
19. Who produced the hit "Muscles" for Diana Ross?
20.This big name lost his life in a plane
crash with Buddy Holly. Name him.
21. The American Express is the former
name of what increasingly popular group?
22 .Who wrote the flip side of the first GoGo's hit "Our Lips Are Sealed" entitled
"Surfin' and Spyin'?"
23. What disqualifies a member of Menudo?
2 4. How old was Elvis Presley when he died
and what month did he die in?
25. What song holds the record for the most
weeks spent in the Top 100?

2 6. What is the full name of the former female lead singer of Bow Wow Wow?
27. What was the name of Bernadette Peters'
only Top 40 hit?
28. What was the name of Rickie Lee Jones'
second album?
29. Who wrote Rick Springfield's "I've Done
Everything For You?"
30. What is Elton John's real name and what
is the name of his longtime musical
partner?
Editor's Note: Please submit answers to Box AA
in the Campus Center. Whoever answers the most
questions correctly will win a free Domino's Pizza
courtesy of the Mirror. Answers will appear in next
week's Mirror.

ARleen AuqeR Begins evenings Of music SeRies
by Barbara Murray
Fairfield University's "Evenings of Music" concert series began last Friday night, Nov. 2, with
the appearance of American soprano, Arleen Auger and assisting artists. The performance took
place in the Oak Room and was very wellattended.
An American, Ms. Auger developed a very successful career in Europe first, before returning to

v

the States to gain added fame. She participated
in over forty European festivals and has performed in some of the world's most prestigious
opera houses including the Vienna State Opera,
Deutsche Oper am Rhein and the Bolshoi
Theatre. Ms. Auger debuted in the U.S. at Alice
Tully Hall in New York in January of 1984.
Performing with Ms. Auger Friday night were
Carol Wincenc on flute, Adriana Contino on cello, and Samuel Sanders on harpsichord and pi-
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CHINESE FOOD TO TAKE OUT
*
RIVERSIDE PLAZA, 170 POST RD., FAIRFIELD, CONN.
OPEN 7 DAYS 11 AM-10:30 PM FRI. & SAT. 11 AM-11:30 PM SUN. 12 NOON-10:00 PM
Tel. 259-0044, 259-0036

MONKEY
BUSNiE

We
deliver

Funn

The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.
HOLIDAY GIFT IDEAS
LOVE & KISSES
A long lasting helium filled HEARTSHAPED foil ball»on attached to a
box of Hershey's,Mor candy kisses.
Shipped nationwide by UPS. Balloon
lasts for weeks, but the memory lasts
all year. A delicious way to say
SEASONS GREETINGS, HAPPY
BIRTHDAY, I LOVE YOU...

HEARTS & FLOWERS
An everlasting preserved rose or a
lovely bouquet of flowers in a wicker
basket with two mini foil balloons.
Shipped nationwide by UPS.

ALSO FEATURING
• Balloon Deliveries • Gorillas • Clowns
• Singing Telegrams • Bunnies • Belly
Dancers • Male Strippers • Panda Bears
• Helium Tank Rentals • Decorations
Tasteful • Reasonable • Reliable

SPECIAL HOLIDAY DELIVERIES AVAILABLE
Call for Details
1844 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06430
111 Bridgeport Ave., Milford/Devon, CT 06460
New Haven
Milford/Devon
Fairfield
787-1876
874-1876
255-9896
Visit Our Card & Gift Shop

ano. As Ms. Auger is regarded as "one of the
foremost interpreters of the Baroque repertoire,"
Friday evening's program consisted of treatments
of compositions by Telemann, Bach, Handel,
Mozart, and Adams. All compositions were performed in their entirety; consequently, each piece
changed character several times before its conclusion. For example, Telemann's Cantata was
treated Spirituoso, Recitativo and Dolce. The
changes added body and variety to each piece
and the audience remained attentive and appreciative throughout the concert. Ms. Wincenc
gave an outstanding performance of Bach's Sonata for Flute and Continuo. The Allegro was a bird
song and the Adante, extremely restful. The
character of the entire performance was somewhat "medieval" in feel, a banquet for the senses.
Arleen Auger, soprano, with renowned assisting artists Carol Wincenz, flute; Adriana Contin, cello; Samuel Sanders, harpsichord and
piano.

JOE
and
1559 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD

Lift

Hairdesign
(203)-255-1866
=^5>

London School of Economics
and Political Science
A chance to study and live in London
Junior-year programs, Postgraduate Diplomas,
One-Year
Master's
Degrees
and
Research
Opportunities in the Social Sciences.
The wide range of subjects includes:
Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science •
Anthropology • Business Studies • Economics •
Econometrics • Economic History • European
Studies • Geography • Government • Industrial
Relations • International History • International
Relations • Law • Management Science • Operational
Research • Personnel Management • Philosophy •
Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban
Planning Studies • Sea-Use Policy • Social
Administration • Social Planning in Developing
Countries • Social Work • Sociology • Social
Psychology • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •
Systems Anaylsis •
Application forms from:
Admissions Registrar, L.S.E., Houghton Street,
London WC2A 2AE, England, stating whether
undergraduate or postgraduate
and quoting Room 10.
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Sellers Produces A
Feast For The Eyes

by Frank Sheridan
Imagine my delight! Upon entering the cafeteria, my eyes are accosted by sights and smells
the likes of which haven't greeted these tired senses in many a day. Kudos to Sellers for their
Halloween dinner!
Eerily dimmed lights, colorfully costumed workers, a bevy of magnificently flickering candles
and Jack-O-Lanterns, and the fortuitous absence of any orange milk culminated in what (for Sellers) amounted to Bona fide atmosphere.
The tasteful decorations and knick-knacks offset the mediocrity of the meal itself. It wasn't VeeOne, but it was more than enough to raise the aesthetic standards to veritable gracious dining.
Ecstatic isn't the word! I can't help but sing praises to the Seilers staff, who, employing a modicum of ingenuity and garnishings turned a blase meal into a dinner celebration. The obvious
planning and extra work put in exploded in a cornucopia of unanimously pleasant reactions.
As we all can attest, the recent plague of epic, nay, Biblical proportions, the plethora of hamburgerbased meals has left many a plate disgruntled with the food service. Herein obviously lies casein-point evidence that our plight isn't hopeless and that the Seilers staff possesses the ability
to offer attractive surroundings and atmosphere if not savory meals.
Again, hats off to Seilers food service for an aesthetic, if not epicurean masterpiece.
[Mr. Sheridan's comments are on behalf of CAPON (Campion's Politically Organized Nauseates)]
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He was told that it was a risky weekend to sponsor an Oak Room but Jim English, the director
of F.U.S.A. Oak Room Committee went ahead with
plans to stage a Fall version of the famous Airband Competition. The chance the F.U.S.A. took
on a weekend that supposedly draws a large number of students home, paid off royally. A total sell

Recently, pop music super-star Elton John announced that his present "Breaking Hearts Tour"
would be his last. Because of this, he added a
November 5th show to his previously scheduled
dates of the third and the fourth at the Centrum
in Worcester, Massachusetts. I was honored to
be in attendance at the sold-out Centrum on
Saturday, November 3. I say honored because
Elton and his original band that he reunited for
this tour were in spectacular form.
The 37 year old star strutted out on stage in
a sequinned suit sporting a cowboy hat and sunglasses, and later he changed into a tuxedo with
a straw hat. This familiar style of dress was
paraded in the familiar songs he treated us to.
He performed a well balanced mix of upbeat
tunes such as "Restless", "Philadelphia Freedom", "I'm Still Standing", and "Kiss the Bride"
with his beautifully writen ballads, (most by Bernie Taupin), such as "Your Song", "Blue Eyes",
"Don't Let the Sun Go Down on Me", and "Sorry
Seems to be the Hardest Word". Elton kept the
crowd's emotions hanging on his brilliantly talent-

RESEARCH PAPERS
14,789 to choose from — all subjects!
Rush $2 for the current, 306- page catalog. Custom research & thesis assistance also available.
Research, 11322 Idaho Ava, #206 JC,
Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213) 477-8226.

ed finger tips. On successive songs we danced,
jumped, and sang along and then sat back and
hummed an old favorite that conjured up fond
memories. Extended versions of "Benny and the
Jets" and "Saturday Night's Alright" plus a version of "Rocket Man" in which Elton was engulfed
in smoke were the highlights of the performance.
The orchestration of the lights fit in with the top
notch nature of everything else about the concert.
None of the enthusiasm, showmanship or musical talent that has characterized Elton for the
past decade has been lost. His voice sounded
"studio clear" and his piano mastery is still worthy of a hefty ticket price, even without such fun
antics as throwing his piano bench off stage and
tossing his purple, satin tuxedo jacket to a lucky
fan.
It is a sad day, indeed, when one of the few re-

PART TIME HELP WANTED SALES
10 to 15 hours a week
Friends of Fairfield
2276 Black Rock Tpke
Fairfield, CT
(Leather Goods Store)
Contact Mrs. Sanfilippo

334-2127

The
Fairfield
Plate

Abrey, who put together a fine set of songs from
this all female group's latest albums. In the competition for the best video group, Paul Vegliante
and company wowed the audience with their
mock performance of Bob Seeger's, "Old Time
Rock and Roll." He performed the "Risky Business" scene that had the women in the crowd

AirBands Simulate,
Stimulate, Congregate
by Thomas P. Moore
out in two hours of selling tickets at the door, the
event could only be deemed a success.
The top prizes went to fine renditions of groups
as diverse as The Blues Bros., the Go-Go's, Bob
Seeger and the Grand Master Flash.
The rundown for the top awards reads like this:
in category number one, the best concert group
went deservingly to the Go-Go's led by Lauren

JohN PUys ON IN "HIE EiqlmES

by Gareth Charter
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maining billiant artists in music decides to call
it quits. But, if any artist would ever "go out in
style" it would be Elton John, and that is exactly
what he did. Perhaps he will follow the trend of
other artists and make a comeback. But, then
again, Elton has set more trends than he's followed. Maybe someday my children will see
Michael Jackson's last concert. There will be no
envy on my part, though, because I have already
seen the exit of one of music's all time greats.

paying a lot of attention. The group that won the
top slot for the best song was a group from the
third floor of Gonzaga. They thrilled the overflow
crowd with a rendition of Grand Master Flash's
White Lines. Last but absolutely not least, the
group that brought the house down was The Frat
under the direction of Mike Steed and Paul Fabbri who performed an incredibly invigorating show
of skill, mocking the Blue's Brothers R&B classic.

Durkin Photo
To Students Who
Want Everything
Come In
And Browse.
Durkin Photo
1421 Post Rd.

Fairfield, CT 259-8555

TRIDENT RECORDS
Maxell • TDK • Memorex •
T-ShirtS • Buttons •
Huge Selection of PostersOver 3000 Used LF's priced

99,.2.99
57 Unquowa Road

255-1838
HOURS: Mon. to Sat. 10-6

Sfc**

vc€

*$ III**

10" QUEEN
ANNE STYLE

$22.95
%**
EXCLUSIVE AT...

ENGRAVER'S WORLD
1555 Post Road 255-4432

FAIRFIELD
259-1649
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Mirror Sports Quiz -3

Hail To UTILES
Intramural Football Champs
by Rex Plec.
The UTILES took the Women's Flag Football
trophy by virtue of a 22-14 victory over the BALOOGAS on Monday night. Led by sub-quarterback
Erin O'Brien, in for the injured Kathy Kramer, the
UTILES scored with ten minutes remaining in the
game for the victory. Mary Lenihan had a key interception to thwart a BALOOGA drive late in the
game to all but ice this very physical contest. This
was the second straight loss in the final for the
BALOOGAS who were just not big enough for the
UTILES.
The road to the playoffs was an exciting one
for both squads. The UTILES scored a doubleovertime victory over Donna Bello's WE-BOPS,
in a game that had Kramer break her leg, forcing
wide receiver CBrien into the pocket. The
BALOOGAS had an equally exciting moment with
LUSCIOUS LOYOLA'S Carey O'Brien (direct re-

Today's pertinent questions is: Just what are these girls doing? 1) entering the three-legged
race at the Field Hockey picnic, 2) chasing a rock-hard ball with wooden sticks, 3) wishing they
were eating chocolate, 4) posing for a Mirror sports quiz photo, 5) beating an egg. First correct
answer at 255-0858 will receive a positive charge from a celestial being .[Photo by Kathy Zachynski]

lation) scored with 10 seconds remaining to put
the score at 19-18, BALOOGAS. But LOYOLA
could not convert the extra-point and the able
freshmen from Loyola were forced to wait 'til next
year.

Men's Tennis Team Closes Pre-Season Play
In their short pre-season this fall, the Men's tennis team picked up a couple of wins in preliminary matches, and placed fourth over-all in the
Metro-Athletic-Atlantic-Conference Tournament.
With wins over Coast Guard and Vassar, cocaptains Rome Lillicraf and John Hagerott are expecting a winning season next spring when the
team starts its real season. The team starts practicing shortly after Christmas break under the
coaching of the infamous "Doc" Grassi.
Looking back on the MAAC tournament last
month held at the Forest Hills tennis club, the men
sent a few teammates to center court to collect
finalist awards. Rome Lillicraf, playing in the first
singles slot, cruised to the finals, but was hit with
a roadblock called Ted Wilson from Army. As
Rome would put it later when asked about the
results of his match, "destroyed." The scores,
however didn't reflect Lillicraf's talents as an outstanding tennis player and strategist.

«Wwrf

Also losing in the finals was freshman number
two player Rolf Troha. Troha had an exciting semifinals match against a feisty Holy Cross player.
Troha lost in the finals to Fordham, but had a close
second set that could've gone either way. Both
Lillicraf and Troha gave Fairfield needed points
to boose their standings to fourth place.
In other singles play, number three player Rich
Burgler played well but was stopped in the second round. Co-captain John Hagerott also
played well but was eliminated by Army. Junior

by Mike Gavigan
The Fairfield Red Ruggers ended their season

"Where Contented Folk Meet"

Open 6 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday-Friday • 6 a.m.S p.m. Sat. & Sun.

1779 POST ROAD fairfield
(Where Mill Plain Rd. & Post Rd. meet) 259-0099

come try our
fresh milk, sandwiches, donuts, bagels, hard rolls
NEWSPAPERS • TOBACCO • SODA • COFFEE and PASTRY TO GO
10

% OFF

with ad

Courchevel, France
SKI
World's Largest
Ski Area!
ALPS!!!
CHRISTMAS BREAK'84 Departs: M.Y.. Boston: $1019
INCLUDES EVERYTHING:
All Lift Tickets, good

for 170 lifts
One day and night

in GENEVA.
SWITZERLAND.

8 nights lodging,
breakfast 8c dinner,
double occupancy,
private bath

Round trip airfare
VIA AIR FRANCE
FREE Guided
powder skiing

Call For Reservations and Information:
International Collegiate Ski Assn.

this past wekeend by traveling to Williams College in Massachusetts. They arrived Friday night
after a torturous 3V2 hour bus ride, in which the
team was drilled painstakingly on Rugby theory
by captains Joe "Candy Apple" Dowd and Mike
"Get the Cones" Fox.
The games started at the horrendous hour of
10 a.m. the next morning. The "C" game was first,
and the Fairfield "C's" saw themselves understaffed and forced to accept a contingent of Williams players to fill out the team. This game had
its share of highlights however, as Ed "the assassin" O'Mara returned after a long layoff, and Dave
"Scrod" Lombardo started channeling his raw talent productively. Fairfield's only score however
was Don "Richie Rich" O'Meara, who is still disgruntled about not having his mail delivered
directly to his room.
The "A" game that followed was a classic in

HELP WANTED

Water Polo playoffs start tonight. Ranked first
is HOOTERS II, helmed by Guido "The Press
Loves Me" Graff. Defending champs TSUNAMI
is second, while the WET WILLIES and NUMA
round out the top four.
Reminder to all racquetball and tennis players
that the regular season ends on the 18th of
November. Keep climbing those ladders! This was
Rex Plec signing off without significantly mentioning Tom Ferentini.

and this probably decided the match for them.
Now that the season is over, the men are looking
forward for spring when their time will come to
hopefully capture a state championship and a winning season.

Professional Editing
for Papers
and Theses
$5.00 per hour
Call Kathryn Mas

Party

AUIIfiTOrS
Ice Cream Manufactory

Buy One Pint or Sundae

Try our Pumpkin Ice Cream for Thanksgiving!
259-6944

227-1251 Ext. 224 (Day)

854-9715 (Evenings & Weekends)

PREGNANT?
and need help...

GET ONE FREE
Expires 11/30/84 (with this ad)

The anti-climatic "B" game saw the Red Ruggers "B's" lose the game as well as some players. Foremost among them was Dano "Iron Man"
Williamson who kept alive a string of unfinished
games by limping off the field in the second half
with a questionable knee injury.

HELP WANTED

Tuesday Nights 11 p.m. -1 a.m.
with
John and Joe on the Radio
on WVOF 88.5 FM

CSs

which an undefeated Williams team narrowly
nipped the Red Ruggers 16-12. Williams scored
twice before the Stags executed a beautiful series of passes that culminated in a score by the
Red Rugger fullback. Williams responded with
a third try to extend their lead to 16-6, putting the
game seemingly out of reach. But Fairfield fought
back. The scrum, led by Joe Dowd, "House" Kelly,
Brian Sutton, and Pat Wolff pushed the ball over
and the scrappy Steve "Mud plankton" Byrne fell
on it for the score. The conversion narrowed the
deficit to four; but that's as close as Fairfield could
get. Probably the biggest reason for Williams' victory was in their ability to shut out the explosive
Chip "Sweetness" Greer. A frustrated Greer was
double teamed the entire contest and by the second half felt his whole game go to pot.

Stay tuned next week as a comprehensive summary of the season is offered. This summary
will be filled with facts and interesting tidbits
along with candid shots of your favorite Rugger.

Special Education
Group Home Positions,
weekends, overnights,
full & part time in
Westport & Fairfield
$4-5.00 per hour
Call 226-9647
Ask for John

1-800-521-6455

70 Reef Road

Basketball gets under way this week with Men's
A, B, C, and D divisions and one Women's division. The top dog for the A league seems to be
TERRY'S KIDS led by high school teammates
Brendan Potter and Mike Flood. In the women's
league, SKIPPER'S CREW looks to repeat as
champions piloted by Jan "Sky King" Kendall.

Red Ruggers Close Out Season

">* COUNTRY COW
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Joe Balboni won his first round match, but was
also eliminated by Army. Once again another
Army opponent defeated a Fairfield player in Pete
Poduriel's first round match.
In doubles action, Lillicraf and Troha swept the
finals in the consolation round. In a frustrating
third doubles match, Pourgiel and freshman Tom
Slevin were up 5-2 in the first set against Army,
but lost it 6-7. In the next set, they were up again,
this time by 5-1, but lost 7-5. The two Fairfield players had never played together as a combination,

Last night the Men's final was played between
the number one ranked RED TANK and the third
ranked DICTATORS. The TANK defeated the HOFNARS 26-7, in the semi-final thanks to the quick
feet of quarterback Kenny "Golden Boy"
McGovern. Whenever the HOFNARS could sustain a rush, McGovern would take the outside and
most of the field with him. The DICTATORS upset the second ranked PHEE-ASS-CO, 27-12 in
the other semi-final. After Greg "Ring Leader"
Schwartz ran back the opening kickoff for a TD,
PHEE-ASS-CO. was never the same. Touchdown
catches by Dan "Looking Good, Feeling Good"
Falvey and Frank "Glue" Hand, set the DICTATORS to thei r second straight title game, this year
as defending champs.
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Soccer Team Wins Twice
For First Streak Of Season
by Joe DiPietro
The Fairfield University soccer team put
together its first winning streak this past week,
drubbing Seton Hall 4-0 and N.Y.U. 3-2. The win
improved the team's record to 4-17 overall and 3-4
in the Tri-State Conference.
Last Thursday against Seton Hall, sophomore
Peter Standring broke out of a slump by scoring
two goals. He also added an assist and even had

FOOTBALL
PICKS
by Don LaFronz
Let's jump right into the picks. Jets-9 over Colts:
Jets played surprisingly well last week, but still
haven't beaten anybody. Magic of Pat Ryan seems
to be wearing thin. The Colts are . . . well, the
Colts. New York will win but not by nine. Pick:
Colts.
New England-13 over Bills: Question. What's
the only thing worse than Bills football? Answer:
Seiler's hamburgers. Pick: Pats.
Tampa Bay+2 against Giants: Giants had better not be looking ahead to Cardinals because
this is a toughie. Bucs are hurting without Hugh
Green but they are due to play well. Key matchup: Giant's center Belcher against Dave Logan,
most underrated nose tackle in NFL. Pick: Buccaneers.
Cards-4 over Dallas: Cowboys are like Jets;
They haven't beaten many good teams this year.
Cardinals are best team in division. Pick: St.
Louis. Seattle-3 over Raiders: Great Monday
nighter. Will the Raiders lose 3 in a row? No way.
Pick: L.A. Green Bay-6 over Vikings: The Pack
has started to develop some sac. Pick: Packers.
Washington-9 over Detroit: Obscure fact only
I would know; Nickname of Skins offensive line
was actually stolen from F.U. security. Pick: Redskins. Cincy+1 against Steelers: For all practical purposes, if Steelers win this game they will
wrap up division. Pick: Pittsburgh
K.C.-14 over Houston: Would somebody please
tell me who is this year's Superfan? Pick: Oilers.
Miami-13 over Eagles: One of these weeks Miami isn't gonna cover the spread. But not this week,
Pick: Miami.
Cleveland+6 against 49ers: Brown's secondary
is more bruised up than a Seilers banana. Montana will pick it apart. Pick: San Francisco.
Atlanta-1 over Saints: Is Bum Phillips the most
overrated coach in the NFL or what? You dress
like an idiot, talk with an accent, and say funny
things and you are made a saint by the press.
This guy has no clue. Pick: Atlanta:
Rams-2 over Chicago: Dickerson had over 200
yards last week. He won't find it that easy against
Bears defense, but I gotta hunch that Rams will
win. Pick: L.A.
Home team listed first. Best Bet: Reagan-Bush.
Last week: 5-5. Season: 24-19. Best Bets: 1-2.

a hand in another goal when he was pulled down
in the penalty area, something that resulted in
a successful penalty kick by freshman Tim Mahoney. The other goal was scored by John Tarleton, his first of the year. Goalie Mike Ronzoni, a
converted midfielder, recorded the team's first
shutout of the season.
Two days later against N.Y.U., Fairfield trailed
2-1 at halftime despite an early goal by Bob McMahon. In the second half, McMahon tied the score
with his second goal of the game, only three
minutes into the half. Then, at 61:06, Standring
notched an unassisted goal and Fairfield held on
for the victory. Along with the assist he had on
McMahon's second goal, Standring scored three
goals and had two assists in the two games. For
his efforts, Standring was named Tri-State Conference Player-of-the-Week. This was only the second time this season that a Fairfield player was
garnered with such a reward. Matt Baffin had won
it earlier in the season.
The Stags have one game left this season,
against St. Peter's on Saturday. The team has
played a very difficult schedule, but the work has
just begun to pay off. If Fairfield has anything to
shoot for this season, it would be to beat St.
Peter's and finish at .500 in the Tri-State Conference. The win would also give the team impetus
for next season, when head coach Jim Kuhlmann
will have most of his leading scorers returning.

SOCCER SCORING LEADERS
Name

Goals Assists Points

Tim Mahoney

6

3

15

Peter Standring

3

6

12

Rob Pacca

4

1

9

Mike Cagnassola 3
2
Matt Battin

1

7

2

6

Bob McMahon

0

4

Pete Sabat

2
1

0

2

John Tarieton

1

0

2

John Tarieton chips the ball in last Thursday's game against Seton Hall. Tarieton tallied his first goal
of the season in the game.
[Photo by Kevin Pataky]

MAAC Women Granted
Automatic NCAA Bid
The NCAA Women's Basketball Tournament
Committee has recommended that the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference be awarded an automatic bid to the 1985 NCAA Women's Basketball
Tournament. Approval of the recommendation by
the NCAA Administrative Committee is expected later this month.
The MAAC is one of 17 conferences that will
receive an automatic bid. The MAAC is also the
only league to be awarded a new bid. Thirty two
teams will participate in the '85 NCAA tourney.
"Obviously, we are very pleased with the

recommendation," said MAAC Commissioner
Don DiJulia. "Our teams play a high quality of
women's basketball and I'm sure our champion
will represent the MAAC well in the NCAA Tournament."
The MAAC representative will be the postseason tournament winner. The tournament will
be held March 1-3 at Fairfield University.
St. Peter's has won the MAAC Tournament title each of the last three years. Last season St.
Peter's, Fairfield and Holy Cross all posted 20-win
seasons.

HOCKEY SEASON SET TO BEGIN
by Kerin Scahill
In 1968, when most of us were concerned with
getting that cookie out of the jar without Mom seeing, Dr. John McCarthy was busy forming Fairfield U's first club hockey team. It's been 16 years
and we still may be concerned about cookies but
Fairfield has risen to a varsity hockey team in Division 3.
Dr. McCarthy, psychology professor here at
Fairfield, is still the coach and last year saw his
team finish 8-12-3 in the Division. This record is

Fairfield will need strong goaltending if they are to be successful this season.

deceptive because more than 5 of those games
were lost by a mere 1 goal. He's very hopeful for
this coming season though, with 12 new freshmen joining the 13 returning veterans. These new
faces bring with them a strong hockey background and impressive statistics. Beginning with
the first line right down to the goal, if the talents
of the freshmen can combine well with the already
proven, veterans then Fairfield may have an outstanding team this year.
Starring on this first line will be co-captain of
the team, senior Jack Smith. Smith is an integral
part of the team and last year was Number two
scorer for both the team and the division. He was
also on the Division's All-Star team which is quite
a rare honor as only 3 forwards are selected out
of 28 teams. He will center the line. On his left
will be junior Tom McKeon. McKeon missed several games last season due to injury but McCarthy
believes he has good scoring potential. Balancing the line out at right wing is freshman Tim Hooton from Massachusetts, who for 3 years was on
the high school all-star team. McCarthy, in reviewing this first line, believes that "they can skate
with any line in the Division; there is not any line
with more potential."
Also fairly well established is the second line.
Sophomore Tom Festa, will center this line with
a freshman on either side of him. Tim Fitzgerald
from Ohio will be left wing while John Mathes of
Mass. is right wing.
There is still a battle going on for positions on
the third and fourth lines according to McCarthy.
Returning are junior Ed Home, who is "small,
tough, and aggressive," junior Jim O'Neil, and
sophomores Steve O'Neil, and Paul Fabbri. Also
in contention for these spots are Chris McKeon,
a freshman from Connecticut, Frank Messina, a
freshman from New York, and sophomore John
Sheehan who was not on the team last year.
Last season, Fairfield's defense was a major
problem as they gave up over 7 goals per game.

But this year McCarthy is changing strategies by
creating more emphasis on defensive play which
should improve the team's goals against average.
Seniors Paul Barry, Gary McGovern, and cocaptain Tom Geraghty, as well as sophomore Ron
Ferrero all saw regular action last year but are
being pressed this season by two new faces. Tom
Santaniello, a transfer from Westfield State and
Mark Delory, a freshman from Massachusetts,
have showed a great deal of potential. Junior Joe
Saverino, who has shown improvement, and
sophomore Bill Dumais, are also possibilities for
these 6 defense spots.
McCarthy believes with the change in style and
new additions the team should be better defensively especially because there is more competition in goal. This was a trouble spot for Fairfield
last year but things are looking brighter now.
John Cardinali, out of a Jesuit high school in
New York, is one interesting prospect this season. He had a very impressive high school career
with a goals against average of under 2.00. Also,
there is Charlie Bergin, who had under a 2.5 goals
against average.
McCarthy realizes the difficulties in maintaining such outstanding G.A. averages at the college level but sees the strengths these young men
carry with them. They will be pushing hard for
the goaltending spot against returning junior
Steve Donovan.
Practicing three nights a week, the team is becoming stronger and McCarthy sees good team
spirit. "The freshmen seem to fit in well but the
key to success will be to see how fast they mature."
He is very hopeful about the upcoming season, and knows how productive his top goal
scorers can be.
The team's home games are played in Bridgeport and their first game will be on Sunday, Nov.
18, at noontime. They will be playing against St.
John's.

